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Exceptional Catalonia

Catalonia is the perfect place to enjoy all the exclusive and gratifying experiences you can imagine.

Luxury consists of unique sensations and small details. Like Catalonia. This beautiful and sun-blessed Mediterranean country, one of the world’s major tourist destinations, offers thousands of proposals driven by excellence: select and comfortable accommodation, the best author’s cuisine, fashion and jewellery by prestigious brands, culture with a Capital C, the most exciting sports, charming hidden corners, the personalised touch, countless services to choose from... Catalonia offers that extra quality and distinction.
Catalonia’s uniqueness is patent in the elegant avenues and squares of its dynamic capital, Barcelona, the spectacular rocky coastlines of the Costa Brava, the long sandy beaches and crystal-clear waters of the Costa Daurada, the Maresme or Ebro Delta, the forests and fields of the central plain, the snow-capped mountain peaks of the Pyrenees or the heart of its dormant volcanoes. The lands of Catalonia are full of natural parks and areas - eighteen in fact - two of which are also Biosphere Reserves. In the social and human aspect, Catalonia is a land of age-old traditions. At the same time, it exudes modernity, cosmopolitanism and a very keen creative and innovative spirit. Despite its diverse nature, Catalonia still maintains its deeply-rooted personality as a nation, with its own autonomous government inside Spain - the Generalitat - a common history and its own millennial language, Catalan.

Catalonia is concealed in a special magic which over time has inspired great artists such as Gaudí, Miró, Dalí or Picasso. Culture is omnipresent in all its splendour, in the huge and spectacular heritage of the land’s museums and monuments, with ten official UNESCO World Heritage sites and traditions. The country’s cuisine has also reached art status thanks to the untiring work of other geniuses, men and women who sweat over stoves and ovens, the master architects of the fusion of the flavours of the sea and the mountains. And to wash these gastronomic delights down, the country’s excellent wines and caves, which have won awards all over the world. Catalonia’s mark is also seen in trade and business, as it organises important trade fairs such as the Mobile World Congress or the 080 Barcelona Fashion show. The most exciting leisure activities, of which the PortAventura theme resort is a leading example, plus a wide range of sports - golf, sailing, tennis, skiing, motor... - round off a comprehensive and captivating tourist offer.

Sea and mountains, city and countryside, peace and quiet and hustle and bustle... Catalonia’s duality converges upon a basic point: distinction.
Catalonia’s charms are offered through an extensive and select repertoire of initiatives and high-end tourism services, just waiting to be enjoyed. And the fact is that in Catalonia everything is always nearby, thanks to an excellent communications network that boasts four international airports, motorways and roads connected to the rest of Spain and Europe, a modern high-speed railway line, two luxury cruise liner ports - the port of Barcelona is the continent’s most important in terms of number of passengers - forty-three marinas and tourist resorts with all the necessary amenities and services, six water sports centres, heliports to the country’s major tourist spots...

For all these reasons, plus many more, Catalonia is a veritable pleasure.
Comfort

Catalonia offers an endless range of accommodation with an exquisite service. All you need to do is make your choice, relax and enjoy it.

A magnificent modernist palace, a luminous seaside villa, a modern designer hotel, an imposing castle or a small rural farmhouse full of details. The Catalan region offers an exclusive range of 5-star and luxury hotels, Relais & Chateaux and other establishments belonging to the best local and international chains. They offer guests the stay of their dreams and a wide array of carefully-selected services: exclusive suites, pillow menus, gourmet experiences, spas, beauty and cosmetic treatments, exclusive leisure and entertainment, personalised tours, spectacular views, the latest communication technologies...
ABaC Restaurant Hotel 5*GL Monument, located in the city’s uptown area, and just a few minutes away from the city’s main sights. Gastronomy is the cornerstone of this project. The restaurant, which boasts 2 Michelin stars and was nominated for Best Restaurant in 2011 by the Catalan Gastronomy Academy, can sit up to 56 diners. It offers 15 luxurious rooms with the latest technical and comfort features. Free Wi-Fi Internet access. A fully-equipped Spa.

Contact
Eva de Aurora
+ 34 933 196 600
eva@abacbarcelona.com
www.abacbarcelona.com

Languages
Spanish, English, French, Catalan and Italian

Barcelona Gourmet Tour
ABaC offers an exclusive gourmet stay in Barcelona. Tantalise your taste buds in the award-winning Àbac restaurant (2 Michelin stars), managed by Jordi Cruz. Visit the kitchen, select your wine from the cellar, which stocks more than 900 references, and the following day... enjoy the reinvented seafood cuisine of the Chef Paco Pérez in THE MIRROR, or the creative cuisine with traditional touches of Jordi Cruz in ANGLE (1 Michelin star). The icing on the cake is the overnight stay with gourmet breakfast, access to the ABaC Spa and the VIP card that will get you into the latest night-time areas and enjoy exclusive places with the special treatment.
AlmaHotels is a company driven by a global vocation. Its core aim is to develop a new concept in hotels: everything, from the choice of location and buildings through to the careful design of the hotels, plus an impeccable service in a discreet and comfortable setting, is present in its establishments. Since it was created, it has set up top-class hotels in Barcelona, Seville, Pamplona and Berlin.

AlmaHotels recovers a historic building of the city’s Eixample district for its customers and for the entire city

The Hotel Alma Barcelona is sited in a building that dates from the beginning of the Twentieth Century, with a totally restored façade, thus preserving all its history. Located a mere stone’s throw away from Passeig de Gràcia, a unique place where you can make time stand still and visit its numerous boutiques. Being close to Casa Batlló, La Pedrera, Les Rambles, Plaça Catalunya, etc., makes AlmaBarcelona the perfect choice. A 72-room hotel with its own personality, the ideal place to find some peace and quiet in the heart of the city. 5-star GL service that outstrips normal comfort and service standards.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Italian, German, Russian and Hungarian

Contact
Consol Garcia
+ 34 932 164 490
cgarcia@almahotels.com
www.almabarcelona.com
Barcelona  Hotel Arts Barcelona ***** GL

Located on the seafront in the heart of the Olympic Port, not far from the historic centre and the main business and leisure areas. It has 483 rooms, including its exclusive suites and 28 duplex apartments on the top floors, with stunning views of the Mediterranean Sea and the city. Select restaurants, including the Enoteca, with two Michelin stars, swimming pool, gardens and an exclusive Spa on the 42nd floor.

Languages
English, Spanish, Catalan, French, German and Russian

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 935 513 000 or +34 932 211 000
artsreservation@ritzcarlton.com
www.hotelartsbarcelona.com

A hotel where excellent service is the norm

Discover the luxury of a hotel by the Mediterranean in one of Europe’s most dynamic cities. Perfect for a relaxing getaway or a meeting point. Fine-dining and a point of departure for a unique cultural experience. A hotel where excellent service is the norm and where all the guests feel at home.
Barcelona Hotel Casa Fuster ***** GL

Hoteles Center boasts nine establishments in the cities of Barcelona, Badajoz, Córdoba, Granada, Seville and Valencia. Their common traits are quality and a strategic location, since they are all sited in privileged downtown areas and offer superior-quality facilities and services. Guests can enjoy comfortable rooms, haute cuisine and all the leisure services, striking the perfect balance between service and attention, where every last detail is provided for.

A veritable jewel of Modernism

There is no doubt that the most emblematic building of the Hoteles Center chain is the Hotel Casa Fuster. Standing in the heart of Barcelona, this authentic jewel by the Catalan architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner is the ultimate symbol of the spirit of Modernism. With a 5-star Gran Lujo Monumento category, it offers a superior service where every last detail is taken care of.

Its Viennese café is a traditional meeting point for guests, artists, intellectuals and citizens who are looking for a unique and quiet place to do business or just engage in quiet conversation. Jazz Concerts are held every Thursday (except August: see the programme on our Web page). The roof-terrace, with its swimming pool, has become a unique vantage point overlooking the entire Passeig de Gràcia, the Mediterranean Sea, Tibidabo and the Sagrada Familia.

Languages
Catalan, English, French, Spanish, Romanian, Russian, Estonian and Dutch

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 932 553 000
reservas@hotelcasafuster.com
www.hotelescenter.com
Barcelona  Hotel Claris ***** GL

Derby Hotels Collection has 10 hotels and 5 apartment buildings in Barcelona, and is also present in Madrid, London and Paris. All its establishments are central and down-town hotels; they share a passion for good architecture and supremely elegant interior design, high-quality cuisine in their restaurants, bars and summer terraces, and all the hotels feature items from the Fundació Clos art collection.

Languages
English, French, German, Russian, Arabic, Italian, Portuguese, Spanish, Catalan and Galician

Contact
Nuria Corominas
+34 93 4 87 6 262
ncorominas@derbyhotels.com
www.hotelclaris.com

A gastronomic proposal with spectacular views of Barcelona

The Hotel Claris offers a luxurious stay that includes accommodation in a Superior room, breakfast buffet, cocktails and a tasting dinner in La Terraza del Claris restaurant, located on the top floor of the hotel with spectacular views of Barcelona.
Barcelona  **Hotel DO: Plaça Reial ***** GL**

Located in one of the city’s truly historic sites, this five-star GL boutique hotel stands inside an original building from 1856 that has been restored in its entirety. The Hotel DO: Plaça Reial has a total of 18 luxury rooms, most of them overlooking the Plaça Reial, a swimming pool with solarium, sauna and spa and a refined and select gastronomic offer.

A unique gastronomic boutique hotel in the heart of Barcelona

The Hotel DO: Plaça Reial serves refined and select cuisine based on the concept of the excellence of seasonal and authentically local produce. In the restaurant areas: La Cuina of the DO and La Terrassa of the DO serve Mediterranean cuisine, whereas El Terrat del DO serves drinks and tapas on summer evenings and nights.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French and Italian

Contact
Ruth Morales
+34 934 813 666
info@hoteldzeroial.com
www.hoteldzeroial.com
Barcelona  Hotel El Palace Barcelona ***** GL

In 2009, the revamped Palace opened its doors again, with the classic spirit that has always characterised this hotel, regarded as a symbol of the hotel tradition in Barcelona. Located in the city centre, just off the Rambles, in Barcelona’s most prestigious shopping area.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, German, French, Russian and Italian

Contact
Montse Pros
+34 935 101 130
reserves@hotelpalacebarcelona.com
www.hotelpalacebarcelona.com

A unique proposal and setting in the heart of Barcelona

The Palace has 125 rooms, including 42 Suites and Junior Suites, all equipped with the latest technology and furnished in classic style. The Palace also offers a varied range of cuisine, endorsed by our Caelis Restaurant, which boasts a Michelin star, the Restaurant 19/Nineteen and the Rien de Rien Cocktail Bar.
Treat yourself to a unique experience in the Mayan Luxury Spa.
Barcelona   Eurostars Grand Marina Hotel ***** GL

The Eurostars Grand Marina is owned by the Hotusa group. Incorporated in 1977 and based in Barcelona, the organisation consists of a number of different companies engaged in different fields of tourism, split into two major divisions: Tourism, which offers services to hotel establishments, and Hospitality, which operates more than 100 own or leased hotels, 69 of which belong to the Eurostars Hotels chain.

Modern and minimalist, nestling by the sea in Barcelona’s World Trade Center

Luxury, exclusiveness, the avant-garde, minimalism and the Mediterranean afford the Eurostars Grand Marina its unique essence. In a privileged location on the seafront, in the financial heart of Barcelona, the World Trade Center, not far from Les Rambles and the city’s historical centre, the hotel offers its guests top-quality facilities and an excellent service to make sure their stay is an utterly pleasurable experience.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Italian, German, Portuguese, Russian, Japanese and Dutch

Contact
Constantino Lagemann
+34 936 039 000
info@grandmarinahotel.com
www.grandmarinahotel.com
Barcelona  Gran Hotel La Florida ***** GL

Regarded as the Barcelona’s only Luxury Urban Resort, the hotel offers the opportunity to experience the Mediterranean lifestyle in a setting full of harmony, luxury, art and design. Overlooking the city from Tibidabo, it offers spectacular views of Barcelona and the Mediterranean Sea, as well as 70 rooms, including exclusive Designer Suites. It belongs to the select group of luxury hotels The Leading Hotels of the World.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Mireia Llopis
+34 932 593 000
mllopis@hotellaflorida.com
www.hotellaflorida.com

Dream in a design suite

Feel unique for the day, wrapped in the luxury and exclusiveness of our Design Suites. The stay includes accommodation in one of our spectacular Suites with breakfast buffet included. You will also be entitled to a €30 credit for dinner in the Orangery restaurant, and a 25% discount on treatments at our Spa. Free access to the ZenZone Spa and Wi-Fi connection.
Since 1932, the Hostal de La Gavina has been the most glamorous and sophisticated hotel on the Costa Brava. It lies on a peninsula nestling between the magnificent beaches of San Pol and Sa Conca. It has 76 rooms and Suites, including a private villa in the hotel, two restaurants, bars and terraces, a swimming pool, spa, gardens, tennis club, fitness centre, banqueting halls and meeting rooms.

Contact
Federico Alvargonzález
+34 972 321 100
sales@lagavina.com
www.lagavina.com

Languages
English, French and Spanish

Golf and gastronomy on the shores of the Mediterranean

Come and enjoy the most emblematic hotel on the Costa Brava, a golf course overlooking the sea and the finest Catalan cuisine. You can complete your stay in a Superior Double Room with access to the spa, green fees and breakfasts at Golf d’Aro Mas Nou, as well as a private shuttle service to the golf course.
Barcelona Hotel Le Méridien Barcelona ***** GL

The hotel is located on the Rambles, in the city centre, and within walking distance of Barcelona’s main tourist sites. It has 231 rooms and suites in a style that is incomparable in Barcelona. Longitude 2° 10’, the new bar in the Hub, welcomes local and foreign guests with a careful selection of books and the city’s best coffee-drinking experience. The Chef Eugeni Cortés brilliantly interprets local cuisine right on the Rambla in the CentOnze restaurant.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, Dutch, French, Russian, German, Chinese, Portuguese and Italian

Find your ideal suite
The Suites are the perfect base for exploring Barcelona’s cultural and artistic heritage. The contemporary decoration and furnishings highlight original works by the local artist Jaume Amigó. To complete your stay, treat yourself to the pleasures and treatments of the new Explore Spa Studio and plunge into the MACBA’s contemporary art collection with the Le Méridien UNLOCK Art programme. The 5* GL hotel also offers a personal shuttle service for guests.

Contact
Montse Pujols / Amaia Oms
+34 934 451 515
reservations.barcelona@lemeridien.com
www.lemeridienbarcelona.com
The Majestic Hotel & Spa Barcelona stands for a ninety-year-old tradition of hotel excellence. Fully renovated in 2013, and located on Passeig de Gràcia, and boasting the only spa in Europe certified by SpaQuality LLC in Spa Excellence, it offers a timeless setting for enjoying Barcelona, visiting the nearby Gaudí buildings and making the most of exclusive shopping in the heart of the city.

Five-star luxury hotel with the ideal location on Barcelona’s Passeig de Gràcia

Come and discover a world of design, luxury, comfort, art and exclusive service with our completely refurbished rooms, suites and penthouses. Visit the Dolce Vita terrace, a space for people with a refined palate and exquisite taste, which synthesises the Mediterranean essences. The MajesticSpa will also give you an exclusive health, beauty and wellness experience in the city centre.

Languages
English, French, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 934 881 717
reservas@majestichotelgroup.com
www.hotelmajestic.es
The Mandarin Oriental Hotel in Barcelona combines great style and classic luxury. With its stylish and contemporary interiors, a variety of attractive indoor and outdoor areas, exquisite cuisine and one of the best spas in the Catalan capital, we offer an extraordinary hotel experience.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Chinese, Russian, German, among others

Contact
Viviana Iglesias
+34 931 518 888
viglesias@mohg.com
www.mandarinoriental.com

Exquisite and elegant design
Ideally located in the prestigious Passeig de Gràcia, its 98 rooms and suites offer an exquisite and elegant design. A refined gastronomic proposal with the Blanc Brasserie & Gastrobar, and Moments, with two Michelin stars by the award-winning chef Carme Ruscalleda.

It features suggestive scenarios such as its Spa, a veritable oasis in the city, the Banker’s Bar, the Mimosa Garden or the Terrat (Roof), located on the 9th floor with a swimming pool and stunning views.
Barcelona  Mercer Hotel Barcelona ***** GL

Located in the heart of the Gothic Quarter, the Mercer Hotel Barcelona is a unique 28-room establishment that has recovered a heritage that is of great historical value to the city, since it spans a period of history from the 1st Century AD, represented by the Roman wall of Barcino, to our times, taking in the medieval and modern eras.

Discover the Gothic quarter

Discover Barcelona’s history in an unforgettable and leisurely stroll through the city. Uncover its ruins, legends and hidden palaces, and finish your journey at the new Gothic architectural gem, the Mercer Barcelona boutique hotel, where you can savour a delicious lunch of Mediterranean tapas.

Languages

English, Spanish and Catalan

Contact

Mercer Hotel Barcelona
+34 933 107 480
reservas@mercerbarcelona.com
www.mercerbarcelona.com
Discover a modern palace on the slopes of Montjuïc, with infinite views of the Mediterranean Sea, stunning rooms, intimate and peaceful gardens and relaxing swimming pools. Discover the Hotel Miramar Barcelona 5 * GL, the hotel with most character in the city. Savour the exquisite Mediterranean cuisine in the Forestier Restaurant and then take a stroll through the hotel gardens, stopping for a breather at the two magnificent vantage points with stunning views of the Mediterranean sea and Barcelona.

Languages
English, French and Russian

Contact
Raúl Lizón
+34 692 123 593
rlizon@hotelmiramarbarcelona.com
www.hotelmiramarbarcelona.com

De Luxe Boutique Experience
Suite Dreams Promotion in the Hotel Miramar Barcelona 5*GL. Get a 20% discount on the best available rate for bookings at the Suite Miramar or Grand Suite mediterrània category. Free Wi-Fi and access to the Spa and hotel swimming pools included. Minimum stay required: 2 consecutive nights.
The Hotel Rey Juan Carlos I is a unique urban resort located on Barcelona’s main arterial road, Diagonal Avenue. It features all the facilities of a luxury hotel, including three swimming pools, a Fitness Centre and spa, ayurvedic centre and a comprehensive gastronomic offer.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English and French

Contact
Deborah Carrer
+34 902 051 111
hotel@hrjuancarlos.com
www.hrjuancarlos.com
This Modernist palace was designed by one of Antoni Gaudí’s disciples in 1910. In the late Nineteen-Eighties Jose Maria and Loles Boix discovered the Torre del Remei building, and were captivated by its majestic beauty. So they decided to build a peaceful hotel equipped with the most luxurious amenities.

Art Nouveau in the Pyrenees

Hotel Torre del Remei proposes complete stays in the Suite Royale, with 3 balconies, and splendid cuisine, featuring, among others, the Classic Menu and the Tasting Menu. Other complementary activities on offer include an outing to the Pyrenees, a wonderful balloon trip and body-smoothing massages. Furthermore, it facilitates private transfer to and from Barcelona airport.
Enter and discover it for yourself. Designed by the world-renowned architect Ricardo Bofill, W Barcelona is the ideal setting for an awesome stay. Located right on the seafront, along the famous Barceloneta promenade. Book one of our 473 rooms and fabulous suites with views of the Mediterranean Sea and the city of Barcelona.

More than a hotel, a lifestyle

Dine in style in Carlos Abellan’s BRAVO24 restaurant. Soak up the glamour of the ECLIPSE bar on the twenty-sixth floor. On the way to the Living Room try the WAVE restaurant and the W Lounge. Or if you would rather take it easy, go for a dip in the WET swimming pool, surrounded by sun-loungers and with direct access to the beach.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, Portuguese and German

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 932 952 800
wbarcelona.reservations@whotels.com
www.w-barcelona.com
DISCOVER THAT BARCELONA IS MUCH MORE

PREMIUM TOURISM
Luxury hotels and thermal spas. Golf and water activities. Culture and trade. Cuisine and events. Amazing enjoyment... close to Barcelona. A whole world for you to discover!

www.barcelonaismuchmore.com

BCN Barcelona is much more

Diputació Barcelona
Val d’Aran Hotel AC Baqueira Ski Resort *****

AC Baqueira Ski Resort is a five-star hotel in the Pyrenees, in the heart of nature. A modern 102-room building with all the best amenities, ideal for winter sports and snow lovers. Some highlights are its exquisite cuisine, its relaxing Spa, and the Cigar Bar, where you can relish the finest liqueurs in comfort by its cozy fireplace.

Marriott Rewards

AC Baqueira Ski Resort belongs to the Marriott Rewards customer loyalty program that offers incentives to members for staying at any of its associate or member hotels. If you become a member of Marriott Rewards you can win points or air travel miles for every euro you spend during your stays at any of the participating hotels. You can use the points to get prizes, such as free stays in more than 3700 hotels in 70 countries.

Languages
Spanish, English and Catalan

Contact
AC Baqueira Ski Resort Reservations
+34 973 645 961
reservas.acbaqueira@ac-hotels.com
www.hotelacbaqueira.com

Barcelona Hotel Bagués *****

Derby Hotels Collection has 10 hotels and 5 apartment buildings in Barcelona, and is also present in Madrid, London and Paris. All its establishments are central and down-town hotels; they share a passion for good architecture and supremely elegant interior design, high-quality cuisine in their restaurants, bars and summer terraces, and all the hotels feature items from the Fundació Clos art collection.

Gastronomic delights overlooking the Rambles

The Bagués hotel offers a stay in the Suite with luxury gastronomic tasting that includes a breakfast buffet and the Atelier Menu dinner menu with wine-pairing in the El Regulador-Bistrot restaurant located on the ground floor of the hotel overlooking Barcelona’s Rambles.

Languages
English, French, German, Italian, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Mercedes Garcia
+34 933 435 000
mercedesg@derbyhotels.com
www.hotelbagues.com
Costa Brava Hotels de Luxe is an association that was formally established in March 2012, bringing together the most luxurious hotels on the Costa Brava. These hotels are located in privileged environments, by the sea and also inland, with comfortable facilities, excellent cuisine and above all a friendly and personalised approach. The association currently has 17 hotels, 12 on the coast and 5 inland in 11 different towns and cities of the Alt Empordà, Baix Empordà and La Selva counties.

Getaway
“A luxury for the senses”
A unique experience in one of the magnificent five-star hotels of the Costa Brava Hotels de Luxe group, getting away from it all in an exclusive bedroom suite, with haute cuisine from the Empordà area, washed down with local DO wines in one of its restaurants, undisputed reference points in universal gastronomy. Relax in the water circuit and enjoy the magnificent Spa treatments that will make you feel truly special in a luxury setting.

Costa Brava
Costa Brava Hotels de Luxe *****

Costa Barcelona
Hotel Dolce Sitges *****

Dolce Sitges 5* is strategically located in Sitges, just 35 minutes away from the city of Barcelona, and 25 minutes from Barcelona International Airport. All our rooms have private terraces and sweeping views of the Mediterranean Sea, golf course, outdoor swimming pools and gardens. Guests have free access to the Dolce Vital Spa, 24/7 fitness centre, outdoor pools, parking and Wi-Fi. All the aromas of the region come to life in our three restaurants and three bars through our chef’s spectacular creations.

Sitges, a fascinating destination: culture and relaxation
Stay at the Dolce Sitges Hotel and visit the Casa Bacardí, in Sitges, the town where the founder of the world’s most popular brand of rum was born. Accommodation and breakfast in the presidential suite with sea views and a romantic bathroom, access to the Dolce Vital Spa (heated swimming pool, jacuzzi, Finnish sauna, hammam and 24x7 fitness centre) and an exclusive visit to the Casa Bacardí (tour of the museum, cocktail workshop and tasting session).
This offer is subject to availability of the Hotel Dolce and Casa Bacardí.
The Eurostars BCN Design is a boutique hotel housed in a stately building in Passeig de Gràcia, the heart of culture and shopping in Barcelona, and offers its customers the unique dual experience of avant-garde design and historic tradition the city is renowned for. Each one of the rooms has a unique atmosphere that also includes the bathroom, with a modern and sophisticated interior design equipped with the latest technology.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Italian, German and Portuguese

Contact
Pablo Humet
+34 933 444 555
info@eurostarsbcndesign.com
www.eurostarsbcndesign.com

Located just 100 metres from the beach of La Pineda, and surrounded by 10,200 m² of gardens, the hotel boasts 102 premium rooms and the El Racco and Teppanyaki Mediterranean cuisine restaurants, gastronomy for gourmets. The 4,000 m² Spalas Wellness&Fitness Centre has outdoor and indoor swimming pools, Jacuzzis, Turkish bath, sauna and relaxarium, plus a fitness centre equipped with the latest-generation cardio equipment and a personal trainer service.

A getaway for the senses
The getaway for the senses proposed by the Gran Palas Hotel includes dinner at the Moss restaurant and 1 night in a classic room with breakfast buffet. Besides a complimentary gift in the room, the customer can enjoy access to Spalas, the hotel’s thermal spa and fitness area. There you will have the opportunity to choose a 90-minute sensory suite in one of the centre’s five rooms. The hotel has free parking, as well as late check-out until 6 pm.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German and Russian

Contact
Paco García
+34 902 370 808
pgarcia@gruppalashotel.com
www.gruppalas.com
**Barcelona**

**Grand Hotel Central Barcelona *******

The hotel is perfectly sited between the Gothic Quarter and the Born. The best-known beaches, Les Rambles or Plaça Catalunya are within quick walking distance.

147 rooms and suites with the best modern design and the latest technology, a swimming pool with panoramic views of the city, two bars, a restaurant, 3 private rooms, sauna, a Hammam, a fitness room, private transfer service with Wi-Fi and its own free app with recommendations for enjoying Barcelona.

**Languages**
Spanish, Catalan, English, French and German

**Contact**
Carlos Juliá
+34 932 957 900
sm@grandhotelcentral.com
www.grandhotelcentral.com

**Comfort and luxury combined with style and elegance**

Ramon Freixa, the stylish City Bar that offers an extensive list of cocktails accompanied by great music, The Gallery art gallery, The Thermal Suite which features a Hammam and a sauna for private use, the well-equipped Fitness Centre or spaces to hold private events, own car with Wi-Fi... Everything makes for a unique experience.

---

**Costa Brava**

**Hotel Guitart Monterrey *******

Guitart Monterrey is a five-star hotel that is part of an unprecedented high-quality integrated project in Lloret de Mar. It is surrounded by a beautiful natural setting and boasts 10,000 metres of outdoor gardens.

It is also home to the Gran Casino Costa Brava, the FREU haute cuisine restaurant, and a Wellness & Spa to die for which delivers a unique experience in a gorgeous setting. The best Hotel in Catalonia 2013 according to the prestigious Gourmand Guide.

**Languages**
Spanish, Catalan, English and French

**Contact**
Anna Compañó
+34 972 364 050
reservas.ggm@guitarhotels.com
www.guitarhotels.com

**A gastronomic experience on the Costa Brava**

A unique experience. In combination with the excellent FREU Restaurant — rated the Best Hotel of Catalonia of 2013 by the prestigious Gourmand Guide —, the Hotel Guitart Monterrey offers a romantic luxury getaway on the Costa Brava, where besides the setting, facilities and exclusive services and haute cuisine, you can also access the Gran Casino Costa Brava with the VIP treatment.
**Barcelona**  **Hotel Hesperia Tower *******

The 107-metre-high Hesperia Tower, designed by the renowned architect Richard Rogers, is one of Barcelona’s highest and most symbolic towers. It immediately stuns guests from the moment they enter the imposing area with skylight, with its comfortable sitting area and elegant bar. It has 280 luxurious rooms with a huge variety of options, ranging from standard well-organised rooms to the elegant Presidential Suite.

**The architecture of illusions and dreams**

Extremely well-connected, the Hesperia Tower boasts the impressive Evo, the glass dome that crowns the hotel and offers the best panoramic views of the city. This space for celebrations and events is complemented by other entertainment and dining areas: the Azimut restaurant, a Mediterranean cuisine buffet, and the Bouquet, which also features the Bouquet Bar tucked into an original hanging walkway. Axis Bar is the place for having drinks. The hotel has large rooms, an auditorium and a conference centre with 5000 m² of multipurpose area for business events. There is also Free Wi-Fi and private parking.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, Portuguese and French

Contact
Germano Brito
+34 934 135 046
hotel@hesperia-tower.com
www.nh-hotels.com

---

**Costa Brava**  **Hotel La Malcontenta *******

A charming hotel. Fourteen suite-type rooms located in the beauty spot of Torremirona where you can relax and enjoy the countryside, the land and the sea. Located 2 km away from Palamós, the hotel’s pleasant Mediterranean restaurant is open to the general public too.

A Beach hotel surrounded by nature on the Costa Brava

A hotel nestling on an unspoilt beach on the Costa Brava, with coastal paths for strolling, greenways for cycling and forest roads to enjoy nature by the sea. Without even leaving the hotel you can relax in our pool, read our books, and we also have a massage parlour and bicycles available to clients. The restaurant is open to the general public, the set menu is changed every day, and you can also order à la carte or try the chef’s seasonal suggestions in a place where the evenings are magical.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and Portuguese

Contact
Sandra Dabau
+34 972 312 330
reservas@lamalcontentahotel.com
www.lamalcontentahotel.com
Val d’Aran  Rafaelhoteles By La Pleta *****

Five-star hotel located in a shelter opposite the ski resort of Baqueira-Beret. Its facilities, ambience and staff are particularly dedicated to the clients’ comfort and welfare. It has six types of luxury rooms and three exclusive restaurants (La Petita Borda, Del Gel al Foc and the Pleta Sushi Restaurant) plus a library, Cigar Bar and the Occitania Spa.

Luxury just opposite the Baqueira-Beret ski resort

La Pleta proposes a stay in the heart of the Pyrenees. A member of the exclusive Small Luxury Hotels (SLH) club, the hotel offers all kinds of personalised services, from helicopter transfers to routes with dog-drawn sleighs, mountain picnics or exclusive ski instructors. The Occitania Spa is one of the most romantic wellness places in the world according to the American press, with spa treatments based on the fruits of the Aran Valley mountains.

Costa Daurada  Hotel Le Méridien Ra Beach Hotel & Spa *****

Facing the beach of Sant Salvador de El Vendrell, the characteristic design of the resort closest to location Barcelona awakens the senses on the Mediterranean shores. It has 143 rooms and suites, 12 meeting and events rooms and 6 restaurants and bars: Restaurante DO, Blau Mari Buffet, Le Grill, Ona Beach Club, Le Méridien Hub and Latitude Bar. A heated outdoor pool, a fully-equipped gym and the Explore Spa with Ayurveda treatments, La Prairie or Thalassotherapy put the finishing touch on its exclusive facilities.

Duplex Suite Experience

We propose a totally relaxing Wellness stay in the Duplex Suites, with direct access to the terrace overlooking the beach and a bedroom with the exclusive King size bed with two bathrooms. You simply must try the Explore Spa by Le Méridien, with a range of treatments inspired by different cultures. One of Europe’s largest spas offers thalassotherapy and beauty treatments with products by leading brands. Moreover, the wellness centre has three bars and social areas, indoor and outdoor.
Mas de Torrent, a bird’s eye view

Mas de Torrent proposes a bird’s eye view of the Empordà. A luxurious chopper flight across the Empordà skies, accommodation in one of seven exclusive Naranjos Suite with private pool, tasting menu with wine pairing, a fascinating MasSpa massage, in-room breakfast and late check-out, all designed to guarantee exclusive enjoyment.

Exclusive proposal:
- 1 night in the Naranjos Suite
- Breakfast in the room, tasting menu and wine pairing, MasSpa massage and late check-out, 25 min. helicopter ride

Languages
- English, French, Spanish, Catalan and German

Contact
- Elisabeth Ferrer
  +34 972 303 292
  comercial@mastorrent.com
  www.mastorrent.com

Costa Brava  Mas de Torrent Hotel & Spa *****

This emblematic establishment is a reference in the Empordà, exuding exclusiveness in every detail, where time stands still. A member of the prestigious Relais & Châteaux brand, it is noted for its location in a beauty spot in the Empordà county, as well as its meticulous and exquisite service. Mas de Torrent Hotel & Spa gives you the privilege of experiencing the essence and uniqueness of the Empordà in an exceptional setting. It is about enjoying the “dolce far niente.”

An exceptional stay amid Catalan Modernism

Five-star Monument Hotel with 5 Junior Suites and one Royal Villa Suite with private pool. Our facilities include our Wellness Spa, a gymnasium, padel courts, helipad and a swimming pool. Services that are conducive to peace and quiet. Ideal for enjoying magical nights.

Costa Daurada  Hotel Monument Mas Passamaner *****

The Hotel Monument Mas Passamaner is a modernist building designed by Lluís Domènech i Muntaner which houses a unique construction whose inner peace is surprising. Every last corner of Mas Passamaner has that special touch, that magical something that makes it unique. Its unique 26 rooms, dedicated to Catalan modernist architects, are distributed between the main building and an old annexed farmhouse.

Languages
- Catalan, Spanish, English, French and Portuguese

Contact
- Noelia Granado
  +34 977 766 333
  hotel@maspassamaner.com
  www.maspassamaner.com

Contact
- Noelia Granado
  +34 977 766 333
  hotel@maspassamaner.com
  www.maspassamaner.com
Meliá Barcelona Sarrià, an elegant hotel in the centre of Barcelona

A short walk from Diagonal avenue and Passeig de Gràcia and the stadium of FC Barcelona, the Camp Nou, it is the perfect choice for business and cultural tourism and shopping. Near the city tour bus stops, the hotel stands in one of the city’s main entertainment and activity areas. Meliá Barcelona Sarrià also has the Biosphere Hotel Certification granted by the Institut de Turisme Responsable, a UNESCO-associated organisation. The establishment has free parking.

Barcelona Hotel Meliá Barcelona Sarrià *****

Meliá Barcelona Sarrià is an elegant city hotel, completely renovated, with a strategic location in the financial, cultural and commercial centre of Barcelona, from where customers have quick access to public transport or can walk leisurely to the city’s main cultural and tourist sights.

Exclusive design hotel with spectacular views

With an exclusive personalised service that will surpass the expectations of even the most demanding clients, The Level at Meliá Barcelona Sky is the Meliá’s new proposal offering a wide range of premium-quality services and facilities. Choose a new hotel concept and make your stay in Barcelona different. Superior rooms, a private lounge and special in-room amenities that take our customers to a world of privileges and luxury services.
Barcelona **Hotel Neri ****

Located in the heart of Barcelona’s Gothic Quarter, it combines the echoes of the past with a contemporary and sophisticated style. The boutique hotel has 22 exclusive rooms and a gourmet restaurant where your five senses will run riot. Sensual and unique.

**Magic and luxury together in a unique setting in the Gothic Quarter**

Neri Hotel&Restaurant has an atmosphere of warm colours, pleasant textures and relaxing music. The terrace and a small urban garden Roba Estesa, whence you can scan the city skyline, are the ideal places for a drink or a snack. A Twelfth-Century stone wall separates the Lounge Bar from the Restaurant, with a capacity for 35 people and a private room for 10 diners. The kitchen is headed by the chef Benito, combining tradition and modernity in the Mediterranean&creative menu.

**Languages**
- Catalan, English, French and Spanish

**Contact**
- Frédérique Springuelle
  - +34 933 040 655
  - info@hotelneri.com
  - www.hotelneri.com

**Languages**
- Catalan, English, French and Spanish

**Contact**
- Frédérique Springuelle
  - +34 933 040 655
  - info@hotelneri.com
  - www.hotelneri.com

Val d’Aran **Hotel Meliá Royal Tanau *****

Owned by Meliá Hotels International, the Meliá Royal Tanau boasts the ideal location for snow sports lovers: in the exclusive Tanau, at the foot of the wonderful ski runs of Baqueira Beret, and a mere 50 metres away from the Lockers and Esquirós Chairlift. The hotel has 30 rooms and suites overlooking the Aran Valley, plus the Lounge Bar & Restaurant MB Royal Tanau and exclusive services for skiers.

**Live every experience to the full and then go skiing**

Meliá Royal Tanau has a social lounge, plus a family swimming pool and a heated pool with water jets, sauna and Turkish baths. One indoor, and another outdoor jacuzzi, plus a wide variety of massages and treatments complete the services and facilities. The mountain hotel features a ski school and shop, a ski storage room with boot-heaters and free hot chocolate and cakes every day after skiing. It also has other services, such as babysitters and doctor on request, 4x4 for emergency transport, laundry and daily press. Thirty covered parking spaces.

**Languages**
- Spanish, English, French and Portuguese

**Contact**
- Xacobe Bartolomé
  - +34 973 644 446
  - melia.royal.tanau@melia.com

**Languages**
- Spanish, English, French and Portuguese

**Contact**
- Xacobe Bartolomé
  - +34 973 644 446
  - melia.royal.tanau@melia.com
**Barcelona  Ohla Hotel *******

The Ohla Hotel is a five-star boutique hotel right in the centre of Barcelona, an ideal place for sightseeing, shopping and doing business.

**A Gastronomic trip into the heart of Barcelona**

Take a gastronomic trip into the heart of Barcelona with the Ohla Hotel and our chef Xavier Franco. The experience begins with a guided tour and a snack at the Boqueria market. There you will also choose and buy some of the ingredients the chef will be using to make dinner, and with which he will give a master class in the SAÚC’s kitchen based on some the dishes on the menu. The event ends with the tasting dinner with paired wine.

**Exclusive proposal:**
- Guided tour of the Boqueria market with our chef
- Lunch at one of the market’s most emblematic restaurants
- Buying all the products that will be cooked in the evening
- Master class using all the products bought in the market
- Tasting Menu dinner that will be served in the kitchen of the SAÚC Michelin star Restaurant
- Junior Suite Room
- Subject to availability

**Contact**
Albert Arranz  
+34 933 415 050  
info@ohlahotel.com  
albertarranz@ohlahotel.com  
www.ohlahotel.com

---

**Barcelona  Hotel Omm *******


**The new Roca BCN project with the Roca brothers**

Ten years since it was opened, the Omm has evolved with the new and renovated Roca Moo and Roca Bar, with the assessment of El Celler de Can Roca. On the one hand, the Roca Moo, the hotel’s gastronomic restaurant with one Michelin star, is reinventing itself by taking the kitchen out to the dining room. On the other hand, the Roca Bar innovates in its offer of street food dishes that can be shared and enjoyed any time. The establishment has private parking.

**Languages**
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

**Contact**
Isabel Onandia  
+34 934 454 000  
i.onandia@hotelomm.es  
www.hotelomm.es
Costa Brava  Hotel Peralada Wine Spa & Golf *****

Fifty-five room 5-star hotel located in the Alt Empordà, surrounded by natural parks and minutes away from the Costa Brava’s best beaches. It has an 18-hole golf course, the Wine Spa wellness and beauty centre, a restaurant and snack bar, meeting rooms, indoor and outdoor swimming pool, fitness centre, paddle tennis court and a natural turf football field.

An experience that will make you feel as if you were in heaven

Special package to discover the delights of the idyllic Empordà, with menus especially prepared with the freshest Mediterranean produce and the finest wines the land has to offer. All wrapped up with unlimited access to El Celler water area Wine Spa and the Wine Spa Fitness Centre, as well as an exclusive Wine Spa treatment in the Balneo Gran Claustre private space, based on the romanticism of medieval times. The icing on the cake is provided by a Gourmet Menu in the hotel’s Masia Peralada Restaurant with paired Castell Peralada Wines and Caves (DO Empordà), a lunch at the hotel’s Snack Restaurant F19, a breakfast buffet in the L’Olivera restaurant and access to the Peralada Casino.

Languages
English, French, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 972 538 830
hotel@golfperalada.com
www.hotelperalada.com

Barcelona  Gran Hotel Princesa Sofía *****

The Hotel Princesa Sofía is Barcelona’s host hotel. It is located on Avinguda Diagonal, the most stylish area in Barcelona. It has 500 rooms and suites, all with Wi-Fi, plus 26 fully-equipped rooms that can hold up to 1,500 people. It also has 3 restaurants: El Contraste, a de luxe restaurant, the IQ Smart Fresh Food and the Biergarten, a German-themed restaurant.

Luxury, exclusivity and personalised service

The Hotel Princesa Sofía is one of the finest accommodations in the city, and is well-known for its excellent location and for its personalised service and quality. It stands next to the Aqua Diagonal Wellness Centre, a luxury spa which offers a variety of services to pamper your body and your look. In addition, the hotel offers The Club, an exclusive hotel inside the actual hotel.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, French and Russian

Contact
Melanía Pérez
+34 935 081 050
psreservas@expogrupo.com
www.princesasofia.com
**Barcelona  Hotel Pullman Barcelona Skipper *******

A mere 50 metres from the beach, this hotel offers quick access to the airport and the city’s main roads. Contemporary design and rooms fitted out for maximum comfort. The ideal combination of business and pleasure for your incentive trip or convention.

**Pullman Barcelona Skipper, magic, incredible and unique**

A 5-star hotel in an unbeatable location which is perfect for a seaside stroll to discover the best of Barcelona. With two swimming pools, bars, restaurants and a modern and attractive design, the Hotel Pullman Barcelona Skipper delivers the best business and leisure combination for an unforgettable experience.

**Languages**
Catalan, Spanish, English, German, French, Russian and Italian

**Contact**
Nicolau Gruart
+34 932 216 565
Nicolau.gruart@accor.com
www.pullman-barcelona-skipper.com

---

**Barcelona Renaissance Barcelona Hotel *******

Discover a new concept in luxury at the Renaissance Barcelona Hotel. Standing on Passeig de Gràcia, and surrounded by a veritable universe of boutiques and recreational and cultural attractions. The hotel offers a very high standard of service, taking care of the smallest details, in a contemporary style decoration that will truly fascinate the guest. Regardless of whether you are travelling on business or just for a break, you need be in no doubt that this hotel has everything you could wish to have that unforgettable stay in Barcelona.

**Gourmet experience**

Get ready for a culinary adventure. Enjoy an unforgettable night in one of our stunning Executive rooms, and delight in a feast of local flavours accompanied by the best Black Angus in the CUIT Bar & Lounge. All this combined with the incredible scenery offered by the city of Barcelona. A luxury you cannot resist.

**Languages**
Catalan, English, Spanish, Dutch, German and Italian

**Contact**
Sandra Jiménez
+34 932 723 810
sandra.jimenez@renhotels.com
www.renaissancebarcelonahotel.com
Rigat Park & Spa Hotel *****

Our Rigat is located in the residential area of Platja de Fenals. It is surrounded by a private landscaped park overlooking the sea. It is a Mediterranean-style building, with the layout of a charming home.

The luxury of feeling really at home in a place steeped in tradition

The Romantic stay in the Rigat is a must, in a room with sea views, breakfast on the hotel terrace, unlimited access to the Relax Area (Spa), free admission to the gardens of Santa Clotilde (adjacent to the hotel) and the tasting menu in the “Barca d’Or” Restaurant with exceptional Mediterranean cuisine and views.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German and Russian

Contact
Cristina Dulsat
+34 972 365 200
hotel@rigat.com
www.rigat.com

Costa Brava

Sallés Hotel & Spa Cala del Pi *****

Five-star Hotel & Spa on the seafront in Platja d’Aro, with direct access to the scenic beach of Cala del Pi in the heart of the Costa Brava. With panoramic views of the Mediterranean, the hotel has 41 rooms and 8 suites, all of them fully equipped. It also has a free-to-access 600 m² spa area. It is a pleasant health space equipped with the latest facilities, complemented by our specialists’ advice.

A window onto sun and sea in an unbeatable setting

Sallés Hotel Cala del Pi offers the finest services in a privileged setting. The perfect spot for a relaxing holiday, taking in the beach and Mediterranean culture. Set off on your exciting imaginary journey through the great tradition of culinary culture of the Mediterranean begins. Your welfare matters to us, which is why we offer you a space where you can enjoy the latest beauty, wellness and relaxation treatments.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, French, English, Russian, German, Dutch, Croatian and Latvian

Contact
Mònica Barrio
+34 972 652 363
reservascpi@salleshotels.com
www.hotelcaladelpi.es
The Sant Pere del Bosch Hotel & Spa is a 5-star boutique hotel dedicated to tourists who seek relaxation, health and culture. Its location in the heart of nature afford it added value for people who enjoy outdoor sports or for rambling along the countless roads around the property. Even the most demanding palates will surrender to the delights of its exquisite L’Indià restaurant.

**Luxury, gastronomy and relaxation at the gateway to the Costa Brava**

Accommodation for two in a Luxury Suite bedroom, breakfast for two, gourmet dinner with wine pairing and a relaxing massage for two. Treat yourself to a unique experience in a gorgeous setting, discovering the flavours of the Mediterranean and the colours that surround the Sant Pere del Bosch Hotel & Spa.

Located in a unique beauty spot looking out onto the gorgeous beach of Santa Cristina, surrounded by 6 acres of forestland, this 5-star hotel offers splendid facilities right on the beach. The stately building has comfortable, spacious and luxurious rooms, large salons and a spectacular terrace with a restaurant with wonderful sea views serving Mediterranean cuisine. In 2009 it opened a 400 m² spa with four treatment booths.

**A relaxing stay in an incomparable setting**

Enjoy your stay in a room with a sea view, savour breakfast in our buffet that looks out onto the sea, and wind down in the Spa with the Alegria body and facial treatment. This treatment invites the customer to immerse body and mind in a realm of stimulating perfumes, pure sensations and exclusive textures in order to find total serenity and wellness.
Val d’Aran  Hotel Val de Neu *****

The Val de Neu is located in the famous Baqueira Beret ski resort. It stands almost literally at the foot of the ski runs, making it the ideal skiing choice. An exclusive decor and impeccable service imbue the hotel’s 120 rooms. The hotel offers the following facilities, among others: café with fireplace in the corner, 4 restaurants, kidsclub with specialised staff, butler service, a spa with an outdoor jacuzzi and fantastic views of the majestic mountains.

Five-star skiing near the ski runs

The Hotel Val de Neu is the ideal place for skiing and other winter activities (dog- and horse-drawn sleighs, snowmobile, building igloos) available on the mountain.

Languages
Catalan, English, Spanish and French

Contact
Israel Martinez Quintas
+34 973 635 000
alojamiento.valdeneu@h-santos.es
www.hotelbaqueiravaldeneu.com

Exclusive proposal:
• Welcome cocktail
• In-room courtesies every day
• Late check-out (subject to hotel availability)
• Early check-in (subject to hotel availability)
• Free Parking

Terres de l’Ebre  Hotel Villa Retiro *****

Manor house built in 1882 by the architect Josep Fontseré. This building is listed architecturally as modernist-colonial, and comprises only 9 rooms, all of them different and fully-equipped. The environment is designed as a lush garden of trees, tropical plants, lakes and waterfalls. The complex also features a spa area and a restaurant with one Michelin star, El Torreó de l’Indià.

A hotel created for the five senses

The hotel has only 9 rooms and offers a personal but professional touch, making our customers’ stay comfortable and enjoyable. The gardens house a swimming pool with two waterfalls and a water-massage bath. Next to it is the spa, an ensemble of modern facilities dedicated to beauty and relaxation. Once you have relaxed, treat yourself to the gastronomic menu at El Torreó de l’Indià restaurant.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Joaquim López Gilabert
+34 977 473 810
reservas@hotelvillaretiro.com
www.hotelvillaretiro.com
Seafront Hotel nestled between two beautiful beaches in Roses on the Costa Brava. Its tranquility and wonderful Mediterranean views make it the ideal hotel to get away from it all, one of those holidays you will remember fondly. It has a total of 34 rooms divided into 8 categories (standard to suites), 4 restaurants, 1 SPA, clothes boutique, etc.

One of the hotels with the best views of the Mediterranean

Four totally different styles of restaurant, all looking out onto the sea. One of them is the Els Brancs gourmet restaurant with a Michelin star. The new modern-style Penthouse Suites are spacious and have a large terrace with panoramic views of the Bay of Roses. The customer can get arrive by sea or rent boats, as it has its own mooring.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French and German

Contact
René Veitl
+34 972 256 200
info@hotelvistabella.com
www.hotelvistabella.com
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Catalan cuisine is a veritable festival of pleasurable sensations. Fish and seafood, rice dishes, dried fruit and sweets, pastries, cold meats, cheeses... The huge variety of Catalan food and agricultural products is to be found in select delicatessen shops and the most distinguished restaurants, which boast numerous Michelin stars, as these pages show. These and numerous other quality awards and distinctions endorse the excellence of the country's cuisine. Some examples are the award-winning chef Ferran Adrià, regarded as “the best chef in the world”, and the El Celler de Can Roca restaurant in Girona, recently voted the “best restaurant in the world” by the prestigious and specialised British Restaurant Magazine.

There is no doubt that the fame of the chefs and the culinary products of Catalonia has crossed borders. This is further borne out by the fact that its extra virgin olive oils have become an essential ingredient in the Nobel Prize banquets, where they share the table with prime examples of worldwide excellence.
Boasting three Michelin stars, and voted the best restaurant in the world in 2013, El Celler de Can Roca’s cooking style is free-ranging, committed to the avant-garde, albeit without relinquishing the heritage of several generations of ancestors of a family dedicated to feeding people.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

El Celler de Can Roca, the world’s best restaurant

Located in Girona, the Celler was originally a small concern run by Josep Roca and Montse Fontané, the Roca brothers’ parents. El Celler de Can Roca is now managed by the three brothers, and is the result of the evolution of a family that has been engaged in the restaurant trade for many generations. A commitment to cooking and the avant-garde, and the brothers’ link with academia, has led them to defend the dialogue between the countryside and science, a total dialogue.
Committed to quality and originality

Located in Sant Pol de Mar, the Sant Pau-Carme Ruscalleda restaurant uses only the best market produce, mainly from the Maresme area. The restaurant has garnered the loyalty of the general public and professional recognition thanks to its free-style cuisine, based on Catalan culinary tradition, and a gastronomic style of its own.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Japanese and German

Contact
Rie Yasui
+34 937 600 662
santpau@ruscalleda.cat
www.ruscalleda.cat
Managed by the Chef Jordi Cruz, aided by a team of young professionals, the restaurant features creative cuisine with superb technique, based on creativity and innovation, all presented with an exceptional dining room service that has earned ABaC 2 Michelin stars.

Creative cuisine with an unbeatable technique

The restaurant was nominated for Best Restaurant of 2011 by the Catalan Gastronomy Academy and can sit up to 56 diners in a calm, neutral and elegant setting. The restaurant facilities also include two rooms for private events for up to 20 and 60 people, respectively, plus the wine cellar, with over 1000 references.

Languages
Spanish, English, French and Catalan

Contact
Eva de Aurora
+34 933 196 600
eva@abacbarcelona.com
www.abacbarcelona.com
Managed by the celebrated chef Paco Pérez, the Enoteca restaurant boasts two Michelin Stars and offers a contemporary interpretation of Mediterranean cuisine with traditional and innovative touches and the chance to discover the soul of the sea at the Hotel Arts Barcelona.

The essence of local ingredients

Discover the heart and soul of contemporary Mediterranean cuisine at the Enoteca restaurant. Drawing from fresh Mediterranean produce, Paco Pérez’s innovative cuisine distils the essence of local ingredients, with a special emphasis on fish and seafood. The select Enoteca wine cellar stocks more than 500 wines. The terrace overlooking the Olympic port opens in summer.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Albert Escofet
+34 934 838 108
artsrestaurants@ritzcarlton.com
www.hotelartsbarcelona.com
The Restaurant Lasarte in the Hotel Condes de Barcelona opened in January 2006, and three years later, in November 2009, it had already chalked up its second Michelin star. Lasarte is much more than the gastronomic commitment of the chef Martin Berasategui to Barcelona. This project is soulfully seasoned by the best professionals, who form a team that seeks utmost diner satisfaction with every aroma and flavour, in every meal.

Starring local products

Paolo Casagrande is the boss in the kitchen, with an enthusiasm that combines Martín Berasategui’s classic dishes and in-house and innovative proposals created especially for Lasarte, and where local products are always the star of the show. Joan Carles Ibáñez and his team are the kitchen’s ambassadors in the dining room.
Restaurant Les Cols, seasonal cuisine inspired by the rural setting of La Garrotxa: sober but essential, austere and humble, but intuitive, intimate and authentic. A cuisine that mirrors the way we are. Local, but also with the ability to open up to the world, aspiring to be universal through that highly intimate space. The splendour of nature. The plenitude of life.

Seasonal cuisine inspired by the rural setting of La Garrotxa

Managed since 1990 by Fina Puigdevall, owner and chef of the restaurant, which is located in the farmhouse where she was born. Her cuisine says a lot with very few ingredients, and her culinary offer is rooted in the land and the surrounding landscape. The tasting menu taps into her kitchen garden and chicken run, all driven by the ethos of sustainable cuisine. There is also la Carpa Les Cols for banquets, celebrations and conventions.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, French, English and Russian

Contact
Carme Serra
+34 972 269 209
lescols@lescols.com
www.lescols.com
Miramar and Paco Pérez cannot be understood without their surrounds, which contain the essence of their meaning. Enclaved in Cape Creus, the easternmost point of the Iberian Peninsula, where the Mediterranean sea bathes the shores of Llançà, a small fisherman’s town where Paco Pérez grew up. In the centre of the promenade lies the family business where Paco Pérez has nurtured his talent and made the restaurant a worldwide reference.

Gourmet dining with two Michelin Stars

High-quality products procured by Paco Pérez himself, from an ideal environment which he knows like the back of his hand. There are two proposals. A tasting menu, transgressive and joyful, seeking to respect the meaning of the moment, and an à la carte option with traditional dishes and small technical details, permanently striving for ongoing improvement. Cellar with more than 600 wines.

Contact
Restaurant Miramar
+34 972 380 132
info@restaurantmiramar.com
www.restaurantmiramar.com
The excellence of Catalan cuisine

The Chef Carme Ruscalleda and her team procure the best seasonal ingredients every day to create dishes whose inspiration stems from the flavours and history of traditional Catalan cooking. Our à la carte menu is complemented by a delicious tasting menu with wine pairing and an anti-aging lunch menu designed to restore inner balance and slow down the aging process.
Non-traditional Catalan restaurant

Alkimia, which heralds his consolidation on the national and international scene, has two tasting menus. One is Alkimia, which features more innovative dishes, and the other is De Tradicions, which, as its name suggests, is more traditional. You can also dine seasonally à la carte and enjoy its wide selection of desserts.

Restaurant Angle Barcelona

Restaurant Angle Barcelona is managed by the award-winning Chef Jordi Cruz. In June 2013, it relocated to the Hotel Cram, driven by the same philosophy, in order to help customers to enjoy its creations with all their senses. It offers a cuisine based on memory, creativity and product. It has room for up to 50 guests. The restaurant facilities are complemented by two rooms for private events for up to 10 and 60 people, respectively.

Tradition and modernity

The Chef Jordi Cruz, aided by a team of young professionals, pursues a culinary philosophy that seeks to add a touch of modernity to tradition with the help of premium-quality products. Driven by common goals, he seeks to clearly convey the hidden messages in his recipes. Exquisite à la carte dining or an elaborate tasting menu, veritable gastronomic jewels, all washed down by select wines and an excellent service.
Committed to memory and evolution

This gastronomic proposal taps into the essence of the traditional cooking of the Empordà, where experience and creativity, plus only the best ingredients, set off by a good wine cellar and an exquisite professional approach make for a result that leaves nobody indifferent.

The Bo.TiC, with seven tables and 24 seats, is on the road between La Bisbal and Corça. At the end of 2009 its cuisine and service reaped the reward of its first Michelin Star. Its cuisine is meticulous, elaborate, and committed to memory and evolution.

Contact
Cristina Torrent
+34 972 630 869
restaurant@bo-tic.com
www.bo-tic.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Ca l’Enric, cooking flavours

Restaurant managed by the Juncà family. With an interior design halfway between rustic and modern, making for a very comfortable experience. The culinary offer is based mainly on local produce, and more specifically from the forest, kitchen garden and the farm, pampering raw materials (mushrooms, truffles, game...), albeit always with the intention of evoking traditional tastes and flavours.

A farmhouse in the heart of the valley of Bianya in La Garrotxa, with four generations of history. It is run by two brothers and their sister: John, the Head Waiter, and Isabel and Jordi Juncá, the Chefs.

Contact
Joan, Isabel and Jordi Juncá
+34 972 290 015
restauran@calenric.net
www.calenric.net

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, French, English and Russian
Can Jubany, Nandu Jubany’s gastronomic restaurant, proposes a journey based on the flavours of the land to discover a new concept in taste. Located in a traditional Catalan farmhouse, and awarded a Michelin star and three Repsol Soles, the restaurant is committed to using local and seasonal produce, mostly from the chef’s own gardens and orchards in front of the restaurant. The Can Jubany experience is about getting to know Catalonia through the sense of taste.

Traditional Catalan cooking, reinvented to become the cuisine of the senses

Can Jubany’s à la carte menu is constantly updated to honour its commitment to local and seasonal products, and also boasts a further two menus: the tasting and season menus, two journeys through Jubany’s gastronomy and through the world of the senses. A wine list featuring designation of origin Catalan wines completes the proposal, which can be complemented by a stay at the Mas Albereda gastronomic hotel, also owned by Nandu Jubany.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Anna Orte
+34 938 891 023
info@canjubany.com
www.canjubany.com

Catalunya Central Can Jubany

Costa Brava Hotel Restaurant Casamar

The Hotel-Restaurant Casamar lies in the foothills of the Coast of Llafranc, where the crystal-clear water and rocky coves surrounded by pine trees combine to create an unforgettable postcard image of the Costa Brava.

We want you to fall in love with it!

Since it was opened, over ten years ago, quality has been its constant goal. The Casamar has had a Michelin star since 2011, and its challenge is to combine and maintain its local character and culture, working with the small farmers from the area to showcase the products in its menu.

We will be delighted to share our little paradise of colours, flavours and sensations through our gastronomy and the scenery.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German and Russian

Contact
Maria Casellas Grassot
+34 972 300 104
info@hotelcasamar.net
www.hotelcasamar.net

Exclusice proposal:
- Tasting menu for two and an overnight stay in the hotel overlooking the sea
Barcelona  Restaurant Cinc Sentits

This restaurant is located in the heart of Barcelona and has one Michelin Star, one Repsol Guide Sol, was rated Barcelona’s number-one in the Zagat Guide, and holds Barcelona’s only star in the Slow Food Guide. We offer signature cuisine led by Jordi Artal, whose roots lie in the finest culinary traditions of Catalonia, all served in a modern and sophisticated setting.

Catalan signature cuisine with tasting menu

We are proud to work with small artisans from all over Catalonia who bring us the highest-quality ecological ingredients straight from source. Our wine list features premium local wines that are very special for several reasons: type of grape, wine-making method, coupage (blending of the grapes), vintage or aging.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, Portuguese and Russian

Contact
Roser Artal
+34 933 239 490
info@cincsentits.com
cincsentits.com

Barcelona  Restaurant Comerç 24

Located in an old salted food shop in Barcelona’s popular El Born neighbourhood, Comerç 24 features a hint of modernity and a personal style, as well as the casual ambience typical of its chef, Carles Abellan. Comerç 24 cooks up small versions of our contemporary cuisine concept without losing sight of our roots.

Passion for tapas

The Comerç 24 restaurant has had a Michelin star since 2007. Its chef is Carles Abellan, who currently owns several restaurants in Barcelona, such as Tapas 24, el Bravo 24, el Suculent, Les Guinguetes de la Barceloneta and Bogatell. Carlos’ passion are tapas! As he himself says, it’s in my DNA!

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Antonio Lopo
+34 933 192 102
info@comerc24.com
www.carlesabellan.es
The cuisine of Albert Raurich, former kitchen manager of Ferran Adrià’s El Bulli

It is a new concept that seeks to merge the philosophy of our tapas with Asian tapas, two different cultures that both use a form of wooden sticks. Orientals use chopsticks to pick up small pieces of food, whereas in our bars the toothpick is the king of the tapa. Two basic, rudimentary and wooden utensils that have given us our name: Dos Palillos (Two toothpicks/chopsticks).
Els Casals is a culinary and hotel initiative started up by the Rovira family in 2000. Since its outset, the establishment has been linked to the family agricultural and livestock business, Cal Rovira. Humble and rigorous, genuine and open. Farmers and chefs seek to bring the best of our market garden, forest and farm to your table.

Closing Circles

Closing Circles is the expression of a way of doing things, the philosophy of making things in the traditional way and of controlling all the production processes. Our proposal is to discover these circles, which begin in the earth and end up on your plate. There are tours of the farm all year round, followed by the tasting of the products in the restaurant.

Contact

Oriol Rovira Prat
+34 938 251 200 / +34 650 180 894
elscasals@elscasals.cat
www.elscasals.cat

Languages

Catalan, Spanish and English

---

Els Tinars

Reference site for lovers of Catalan cuisine. Opened in May 1978, Els Tinars is located in a fully refurbished farmhouse and is an elegant, modern and bright space. In summer they open the elegant terrace, surrounded by a garden, “L’Orangerie”. The third generation of the Gascons family is currently managing the restaurant. Marc the Chef and his sister Elena, the head waiter.

A taste for tradition

We have been distinguished by a Michelin Star since 2008. With a high-quality cuisine that nurtures the taste for tradition and the products of the land, the roots of traditional dishes through to the balance of the most modern dishes. Our cellar holds 460 wines from the best Spanish DO to the finest international wines.

Contact

Elena Gascons
+34 972 830 626
tinars@tinars.com
www.elstinars.com

Languages

Spanish, Catalan, English, French, German, Dutch and Russian
Enjoy a good meal in a pleasant and peaceful setting in casa la Mussolera

Gourmet getaways with tasting lunch and wine pairing at our restaurant, with double-room accommodation and breakfast near the fireplace in winter or on the garden terrace in the good weather. The restaurant was awarded one star in the 2014 Michelin Guide (very good cuisine in its category) and two red forks (pleasant restaurant). It also has one sol in the Repsol Guide. Come and see us!

Fresh and quality products for the best cuisine

The philosophy of the Restaurant Gaig is all about recovering traditional Catalan recipes and merging tradition and innovation. Its dishes are always made from fresh produce. That is why Carles Gaig goes to the Boqueria market every day to choose the best ingredients. The Chef’s motto is that “more than three elements in a dish are a crowd”.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish

Contact
Reservations
+34 934 291 017
info@restaurantgaig.com
www.restaurantgaig.com

Contact
Estany Clar
+34 938 220 879
estanyclar@estanyclar.com
www.estanyclar.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Restaurant Estany Clar
+34 938 220 879
estanyclar@estanyclar.com
www.estanyclar.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Restaurant Gaig
+34 934 291 017
info@restaurantgaig.com
www.restaurantgaig.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Restaurant Estany Clar
+34 938 220 879
estanyclar@estanyclar.com
www.estanyclar.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and French

Contact
Restaurant Estany Clar
+34 938 220 879
estanyclar@estanyclar.com
www.estanyclar.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and French

Contact
Restaurant Estany Clar
+34 938 220 879
estanyclar@estanyclar.com
www.estanyclar.com
Contemporary Catalan cuisine

Our aim is to make contemporary Catalan cuisine, using the produce of the land and the flavours of our traditional, or dare we say, classic, dishes. We want our customers to leave the Hisop with the sensation that they have enjoyed their meal and more particularly that they have had a great time.

Mediterranean roots with the fusion of styles and techniques

Hofmann is the restaurant of the Hofmann Hotel and Catering School, reflecting a contemporary culinary philosophy through creative dishes and exquisite desserts. Its culinary philosophy fuses styles and techniques, the traditional and the avant-garde; a cuisine with decidedly Mediterranean roots with dishes that tap into Catalan cuisine based on the meticulous selection of ingredients and prepared with affection and a presentation where there is no room for improvisation.
Dishes from yesterday, with a touch of today

Our cooking focuses on the products of the land, albeit with a modern reading. We experiment with traditional ingredients that share the table with foie gras and tartars, the pairings discover different flavours, and our bold sauces blend new elements. Diners are treated simply and warmly to make them feel at home. The culinary premise is simplicity, using no more than two or three ingredients in each dish. The idea is to make sure that they all sit well with each other, that nothing is superfluous but nothing is missing, because, as Francesc himself says, cooking should be easy.

A gastronomic experience in a unique setting

Totally self-taught, Lluís Feliu is committed to an honest, direct cuisine that pampers the product. He relies on good raw material, paying special attention to cooking temperatures, seeking, through the dish, the balance between novelty and colour in contrast to the influence of local and traditional cuisine, his favourite sources.
A unique eating experience in the heart of Montseny

The Restaurant Les Magnòlies d’Arbúcies basically offers two menus, the market menu and the gastronomic menu, as well as a small à la carte selection. The house chef has enlisted a team of young professionals to achieve his main commitment: customer pleasure and satisfaction.

Creativity and territory

Creative signature cuisine with a few fun surprises, but all made with local products from Terres de l’Ebre and the Sénia. Our most representative offer is our tasting menu, that features 20 different items that we renew every year towards the end of February in our desire to deliver sensory experiences that go beyond mere taste or flavour.
Barcelona  Restaurant Lluerna  🌟

Restaurant located in the heart of Santa Coloma de Gramenet, 15 minutes from the centre of Barcelona. The restaurant has eight tables, one of them in the wine cellar, which can hold up to eight people. The cellar stocks 150 wines chosen by the sommelier and co-owner Mar Gómez. The establishment was awarded a Michelin Star in 2013 and 2014, and the chef Víctor Quintilla was named best young chef in 2013 by the Catalan Academy of Gastronomy.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, French, Russian, Italian, German and Chinese

Contact
Reservations +34 933 910 820
reserves@lluernarestaurant.com
www.lluernarestaurant.com

Contemporary Catalan cuisine
A minimalist restaurant run by a young couple, offering an updated look at Catalan cuisine. We have an à la carte service, three tasting menus and a vegetarian option, and give priority to local and ecological products. The restaurant belongs to Slow Food and is recognised as Kilometre zero. It has a choice wine list prepared by Mar Gómez which has received several mentions.

Catalunya Central  Restaurant L’Ó  🌟

The Restaurant L’Ó lies in the heart of the natural space of Món Sant Benet, in the county of Bages, surrounded by magical places such as the medieval monastery or the Fundació Alícia. Awarded a Michelin Star, the Restaurant L’Ó’s mission is for its customers to enjoy, with all their senses, a close, warm and friendly service with the best possible cuisine by Chef Jordi Llobet.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Irene Cozas +34 938 759 429
lo@monstbenet.com
www.hotelmonstbenet.com

A fusion of tradition and modernity
Exclusive tasting menu with wine pairing where you can enjoy permanently-evolving cuisine with all the senses. It is a proposal that merges tradition and modernity, drawing from memory, creativity and the best products. Suggestive and bold dishes with truly cutting-edge technology to deliver the exquisite flavours and ingredients of traditional Catalan cuisine.
Mas Pau has had one Michelin Guide star since 1996, and offers a Catalan author’s cuisine which has always tapped into the traditional recipes of the Empordà region, in a personal and imaginative fashion. The restaurant is part of a charming 20-room Suite-type hotel. Hotel&Restaurant Mas Pau is run by the chef Xavier Sagrista, a disciple of Ferran Adrià who managed El Bulli for more than 10 years alongside Adrià, and the head waiter and sommelier Toni Gerez, who also notched up more than a decade of experience at El Bulli.

Catalan author’s cuisine

The Mas Pau restaurant was founded in 1960 by the Reig family. This Sixteenth-Century farmhouse was completely restored, adapted and decorated with valuable antiques to create the ideal stage for the great gastronomic theatre it undoubtedly is. It offers a seasonal a la carte menu that is changed four times a year, plus daily gastronomic menus we are sure you will love.

Costa Brava  Hotel Restaurant Mas Pau  

Seasonal cuisine. From tradition to modernity

The Restaurant Massana uses local products, and finds, selects and chooses only the best. Our cuisine evolves all year round in tune with the seasons. Game, truffles, mushrooms, eels… The quality of all products, when they are treated properly, is magnified. We have built up our own present, full of nuances and flavours to suit our clients on the basis of traditional cuisine.

Costa Brava  Restaurant Massana  

Languages  Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact  Reservations  +34 972 546 154  info@maspau.com  www.maspau.com

Languages  Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact  Reservations  +34 972 21820  info@restaurantmassana.com  www.restaurantmassana.com
Barcelona  Restaurant Nectari

Nectari is located in Barcelona, in the Eixample district, and has had a Michelin Star since 2012. The restaurant combines innovation and tradition, and not just in its cuisine, but also in its decoration. Boasting a modern and friendly ambience, it has two private rooms to suit any occasion, be it business meetings or family or gastronomic gatherings, among others.

Mediterranean and gastronomic cuisine

Nectari seeks to pay tribute to the finest products that nature has to offer. Jordi Esteve, the Chef, seeks original harmonies and pleasurable contrasts for the palate based on beauty and simplicity, but never eccentricity. It is traditional cuisine with a modern touch that avoids the fusion of complex flavours and textures, leveraging local and seasonal produce.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Restaurant Nectari
+34 932 268 718
nectari@nectari.es
www.nectari.es

Barcelona  Restaurant Neichel

A prestigious establishment in the heart of the residential neighbourhood of Pedralbes, in Barcelona, where Jean Louis Neichel and his wife Evelyn serve up one of the city’s most refined cuisines.

Mediterranean flavours and aromas

Discover a Mediterranean and market cuisine, choosing from a comprehensive suggestions menu or a smaller menu, a tasting menu, the young menu, or the more extensive prestige menu, through which you can savour even more dishes. And our seasonal sauerkraut menu.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Reservations
+34 932 038 408
neichel@neichel.es
www.neichel.es
The revamped Roca Moo brings the kitchen into the dining room

Ten years have elapsed since it was opened, and the Hotel OMM has evolved with the renovated Roca Moo managed by El Celler de Can Roca. Roca Moo, the hotel’s gastronomic restaurant with one Michelin star, is reinventing itself by taking the kitchen out into the dining room. Opening: Tuesday to Saturday from 1.30 pm to 4 pm and from 8.30 pm to 11 pm. Closed Sundays and Mondays.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Isabel Onandia
+34 934 454 000
i.onandia@hotelomm.es
www.hotelomm.es

SAÜC Restaurant

Enjoy and savour traditional Catalan cooking revisited by the award-winning chef Xavier Franco in an intimate setting. An unforgettable dining experience in a Michelin-starred restaurant.

Premium traditional Catalan cuisine

SAÜC Restaurant offers premium traditional Catalan cuisine in a unique venue in down-town Barcelona. Open every day of the year. Special lunch menu Monday through Friday.

Languages
Spanish, English, French and Catalan

Contact
Anna Doñate / Xavier Franco
+34 933 415 050
sauc@ohlahotel.com
sauc@saucrestaurant.com
www.ohlahotel.com
Tickets Bar

This project was conceived by Albert Adrià, who after several years in the Inopia bar decided to develop a proposal that was limited by the premises’ size. He secured the enthusiastic help of his brother Ferran, who immediately took to the project’s cultural dimension. The Iglesias brothers, Juan Carlos, Borja and Pedro, owners of the Restaurant Rías de Galicia, a flagship seafood eatery in Barcelona, also joined the project with the same enthusiasm.

La vida tapa, gastronomy and a philosophy for life

For us, La vida tapa is a global concepts that links gastronomy to a way of understanding life. A fun way of eating that turns the customer into an actor in a play, a chorus girl in a variety show, a vaudeville circus, the star of an intermezzo. A stage on which life itself is acted out. In La vida tapa there is no room for boredom, sadness or loneliness; it is all about laughs, togetherness and good company.

Restaurant El Torreó de l’Indià

Thus named because in the last century, on entering the village, the first thing people saw was a house that belonged to the Martí family, who had made its fortune in the Americas. It is located inside the Hotel Villa Retiro complex, in the former coach depot, and has three small rooms managed by the Chef Francesc López, who offers customers a dynamic menu according to market products.

Traditional Mediterranean cuisine revisited

Enjoy a cuisine based on the Mediterranean diet, with updated traditional and typical dishes and creations, as well as other new concepts and techniques with the utmost respect for local and seasonal products. In 2009, Fran López’s restaurant was awarded its first Michelin Star, which it has maintained to this day.
Restaurant Via Veneto

Luxury, cosmopolitan and comfortable restaurant with “Belle Époque” and modernist decoration. Market cuisine drawing from traditional Catalan products and preparations with a modern touch. We have 7 private rooms that can hold from 4 to 100 people, with Wi-Fi connection, video conferencing and specific wine-tasting services.

Dalí Experience/The best-stocked wine cellar in Barcelona

Our Wine Cellar, with controlled temperature and humidity, contains more than 15,000 bottles of more than 1,500 different references, including most appellations of origin from Spain, France, Australia, Germany, the United States, Italy, etc. We also have an outstanding selection of verticals, such as the 21 different vintages of Vega Sicilia Unico or the verticals of the Bordeaux and Burgundy Grand Cru. Customers can visit our wine cellar by appointment.

Exclusive proposal:
- Dalí Experience: Tasting menu featuring Salvador Dalí’s favourite dishes
- Possibility of visiting our wine cellar and of a Tasting session with our sommelier (in different languages)
- The best-known private rooms in Barcelona (ideal for business events)

Languages
- English, French and Portuguese

Contact
- Pere Monje
  +34 932 007 244
  pmonje@adam.es
  www.viavenetorestaurant.com

Other Michelin Star restaurants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Restaurants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Costa Daurada</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rincón de Diego</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><a href="http://www.rincondiediego.com">www.rincondiediego.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+34 977 361 307</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Barcelona** |
| Caelis |
| www.caelis.com |
| +34 935 101 205 |

| **Catalunya Central** |
| Caprixt |
| www.caprixt.com |
| +34 937 358 039 |

| **Costa Daurada** |
| Can Bosch |
| www.canbosch.com |
| +34 977 360 019 |

| **Dos cielos** |
| www.doscielos.com |
| +34 933 672 070 |

| **Fonda Sala** |
| www.fondasala.com |
| +34 93 886 01 06 |

| **Frasia Tradició** |
| www.freixatradicio.com |
| +34 932 097 559 |

| **Costa Brava** |
| Ca l’Arpa |
| www.calarpa.com |
| +34 972 572 353 |

| **El Fogony** |
| www.fogony.com |
| +34 973 621 225 |

| **La Cuina de Can Simón** |
| www.lacuinadecansimon.com |
| +34 972 341 269 |

| **Malena** |
| www.malenagastromania.com |
| +34 973 748 523 |

| **Manairó** |
| www.manairo.com |
| +34 932 310 057 |

| **La Llar** |
| www.restaurantlallar.com |
| +34 972 255 368 |

| **41º Experience** |
| www.41grados.es |
| Reservations directly on the website |

| **Terres de Lleida** |
| **Malena** |
| www.malenagastromania.com |
| +34 973 748 523 |
Gastronomy
Catalonia produces some of the most prestigious and award-winning wines: fresh and elegant whites, harmonious and personal reds, fruity and sublime cava... Twelve designations of origin with the best the land has to offer.

Catalan wines have reached the best tables in the world, and some bottles have been sold for the highest prices in the major international auction houses, world showcases of exclusiveness. Wine-making in Catalonia has a qualified designation of origin, the DOQ Priorat, and a further ten equally-renowned designations of origin: the DO Penedès, Empordà, Montsant, Alella, Pla de Bages, Conca de Barberà, Terra Alta, Tarragona, Costers del Segre and Catalunya. Without forgetting the DO Cava, the hallmark of fresh and excellent sparkling wines.

All of these designations of origin yield wines that are recommended by the best wine experts and sommeliers. The vineyard and wines are scenarios around which tasting sessions are organised, as well as visits to historic wineries, plus other totally personalisable wine-related experiences amid crops and postcard-like villages.
Bodegas Torres dates from the year 1870, although its Visitors Centre opened in 1992. Since then we have brought wine tourism closer to thousands of visitors from all over the world. In fact, last year some 125,000 people came to enjoy our environment and our activities.

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 938 177 330/+34 938 177 487
reserves@torres.es
www.torres.es

Languages
English, French, Spanish, Russian and German

Torres Exclusive Wine Experiences

Torres Exclusive Wine Experiences are premium wine-tourism experiences targeting lovers of wine and the Mediterranean culture who seek to enjoy the best our land has to offer.

The purpose of this visit is to promote the culture and history of our wines and Mediterranean cuisine through magical places, tasting the finest wines and enjoying the best of our cuisine.
Catalunya Central  Caves Bohigas

Located in a unique setting, Can Macià is a meeting with nature, wine culture and gastronomy. It is one of the oldest estates in Catalonia. It houses a Thirteenth-Century manor house, a chapel and wine caves where wines and cavas have been produced since 1929. The estate has several areas for banquets, conventions, product presentations, wine and culinary tourism.

Traditional Farmhouse evening

Caves Bohigas offers a quality, unique and memorable proposal to enjoy wines, good food, traditional dancing and the culture of Catalonia. This personalised and private experience begins with a visit to the stately home of Can Macià and its surrounds, as well as the winery and caves, with tasting session included. Evening consists of dinner based on traditional Catalan produce and recipes, accompanied by champagne and a show of traditional Catalan dancing with live music.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, German, Chinese and Russian

Contact
Ingrid Compta/Eva Serra
+34 938 048 100
reserves@vetlladatradicional.com
enoturisme@bohigas.es
www.bohigas.es
The year 1551 heralded the beginning of the Codorníu story in the wine world. To this day it is one of the world’s most innovative wineries. The Codorníu wine cellars and caves are an official Historic and Artistic Monument built by the modernist architect Josep Puig i Cadafalch. The founder, Manuel Raventós, wanted the Celler to be a work of art, a dream that actually came true, because since it was built it has been visited by thousands of people.

Grans reserves visit

Treat yourself to a private tour of the winery, a unique experience tasting our finest cavas, paired with a “delicatessen” for each one, all expressly chosen by our wine experts. Due to their characteristics, these cavas are a limited edition.
Barcelona  Viemocions

Viemocions is a travel agency specializing in wine tourism, offering exclusive sensations, experiences and emotions related to wine culture. Our experts make their own products, where quality is the core criterion, so that the client can discover all the secrets, culture and more particularly the people who make up the human and geographical landscape of our country. All our products can be personalised.

Catalonia. Exclusive emotions

We propose stays in luxury hotels in different parts of Catalonia, dining in Michelin-starred restaurants and visiting the most prestigious wineries with private tasting sessions of traditional Catalan wines and dishes with the chef and sommelier. Dinner at sea with chef and sommelier, discovering the corners and coves of the Costa Brava, a private show by the Castellers de Vilafranca, the world’s foremost Human Tower team, and a private Shopping and Gaudí tour in Barcelona make up a comprehensive offer that includes luxury transfers.

Languages
English, Russian and other languages on request

Contact
Xavier Andreu
+34 934 877 626 / +34 673 279 235
xavier@viemocions.com
www.viemocions.com
VINSEUM, the Wine Cultures Museum of Catalonia, is the best possible place to learn about the territory, history, botany, economy, social significance, myths and pleasures related to the wine world; an all-in-one experience in the heart of the Penedès region. VINSEUM is a dynamic space with all kinds of activities related to wine, culture and gastronomy, open to different types of people.

### Languages
Spanish, English, French and Catalan
Other languages on request

### Contact
Cecilia Jané
+34 938 900 582
cjane@vinseum.cat
www.vinseum.cat

### A journey through wine culture
We offer an exclusive guided tour of the VINSEUM exhibition. A walk-and-learn visit that encompasses the wine-making process, from beginning to end, when it is poured into the glass for you. The experience culminates in a guided tasting session featuring four premium Catalan wines in the Vinseum’s Tavern. There will also be a gift for each one of the attendees.
Minors will be able to try two different types of organic must.
Our cuisine expresses the emotional impact of the landscape

Joan Roca

El Celler de Can Roca
The World Best Restaurant by Restaurant Magazine 2013
3* Michelin
Catalonia has truly unique artistic treasures, the result of centuries of history and the unbounded creativity of geniuses of the stature of Gaudí, Miró, Dalí and Picasso, universal examples of truly exceptional art.

A paradigm of elegance, the slender Sagrada Família is a fine example of the artistic genius that pervades this land. Catalonia is a leading cultural focal point, a land of universal authors - Antoni Gaudí, Salvador Dalí, Joan Miró, Antoni Tàpies, Pau Casals... - and a privileged stage for the work of many other prestigious names in painting, sculpture and architecture of different periods and styles: Picasso, Botero, Chillida, Van Der Rohe, Foster, Isozaki...
The country has 400 museums, 1,800 monuments of national interest and some ten popular venues and events classified as World Heritage sites.

Catalonia has some 400 museums and collections - the Picasso and Dalí Museums are among the most visited - 1,800 monuments listed as National Cultural Heritage, and several UNESCO World Heritage Sites: the massive Roman legacy of Tarragona and its surrounding area, the modernism of Gaudí and Domènech i Montaner, the Romanesque architecture of the Boí Valley, the impressive Cistercian monastery of Poblet, and Mediterranean cave art. The same status is accorded to utterly unique festivities and traditions of great historical value: the castells (human towers), a veritable splash of festivity, colour and tradition, and the ancient festivity of the Patum in Berga. Other popular cultural events and emblematic sites, such as the sanctuary and mountain of Montserrat, are a first-order cultural and social reference.

In performing arts, Catalonia stages prestigious international festivals and has cultural facilities of the highest level, such as the Palau de la Música, L’Auditori and the Gran Teatre del Liceu in Barcelona, one of the world’s oldest and finest opera temples where the greatest performers from all over the world are called upon to perform.
Casa Batlló, Antoni Gaudí’s architectural jewel, is his most poetic composition. A UNESCO World Heritage Site since 2005, more than a building it is a myth of art, architecture and design of all times. It is a unique, singular and inimitable work of architecture that fascinates everyone and is expressed with stunning creative freedom and unheard-of formal perfection.

Daily cultural visits with audio guide and exclusive events

Casa Batlló seduces visitors through its extreme design and vast repertoire of visual solutions nesting on the inside, as well as the sinuous form and colours of Gaudí’s vocabulary. Lasting approximately one hour, this visit includes the legendary main floor, the fabulous patio, the attic, roof and mythical chimneys. There is also an audio guide available in ten languages. Over 3,000 m² available for the most unique and exclusive events in Passeig de Gràcia. Gift shop with unique products.

Contact
+34 932 160 306
infovisites@casabatlló.cat
info@casabatlló.cat
www.casabatlló.es

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, French, English, Italian, German, Chinese, Japanese, Russian and Portuguese

Exclusive proposal:
- VIP Visits
- Magical nights in summer
Costa Barcelona  **Gaudí Crypt in the Colònia Güell**

The Crypt, Gaudí’s best-kept treasure. This church was built by Antoni Gaudí, and was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in July 2005. A work where the great architect experienced with complex architectural solutions that he subsequently applied to the Temple of the Sagrada Família.

---

**Take an exclusive tour of the Crypt**

We welcome visitors at the interpretation centre or directly at the Crypt (in the first case someone will accompany you to the crypt). There will be a hostess in the church to attend to the group. This service offers an explanation by one of our guides. After the visit to the crypt you will be offered a glass of cava on the porch. You can then go for a leisurely stroll through the Colònia Güell.

---

**Languages**

English, French, Spanish and Catalan

---

**Contact**

Esther Oriols  
+34 936 305 807  
eorriols@adileisure.com  
www.gaudicoloniaguell.org

---

**Exclusive proposal:**

- Night visits
Costa Brava  International Music Festival of the Castle of Peralada

Since 1987, July and August have been synonymous with music, dancing and international artists in a gorgeous setting, the Castle of Peralada. The Castle of Peralada International Music Festival stages a unique offer based on the greatest voices, choral and symphony concerts, operas and interdisciplinary performances of music, theatre, dancing, jazz and chamber music, plus family and pop music.

Languages
Depending on the show

Music, dancing and international artists in a gorgeous setting

Besides providing the framework for internationally-renowned soloists and ensembles, the festival also has a keen interest in working towards the country’s cultural enrichment by commissioning scores and projects to national artists.

Contact
Emma Bello
+34 935 038 646
Emma.bello@grupperalada.com
www.festivalperalada.com
The Fundació Joan Miró of Barcelona is a unique building designed by Josep Lluís Sert. Opened in 1975, it hosts the largest public collection of works by Joan Miró. Its different spaces house a collection of 300 paintings, 150 sculptures, 9 textile pieces, virtually all of his graphic work and 8,000 drawings, from the earliest embodiments of Miró’s artistic sensibility through to his final stage.

The truly intimate Miró

Private visit outside the museum’s opening hours for small groups with the help of Miró specialists. The Foundation and its collection are a basic reference for learning about Miró and his creations. A complimentary glass of cava is offered at the end of the tour, and cocktails or dinner can be arranged.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Francesc Esteve
+34 934 439 470
+34 615 190 648
comercial@fundaciomiro-bcn.org
www.fundaciomiro-bcn.org
Barcelona  Fundació Suñol

The Fundació Suñol is a private non-profit organisation located next to Gaudí’s La Pedrera and showcases the collection of contemporary art belonging to Josep Suñol, comprising more than 1,200 works by artists of the ilk of Warhol, Miró, Dalí, Picasso, Man Ray, Avedon, Boetti, Chillida, Saura, Barceló, Tàpies, Plensa, to name but some, which are presented sequentially in individual or group exhibitions.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

One of the most important private collections of Contemporary Art in Spain

The tour offers a unique insight into the most representative artists from the 1960s to the present day. The foundation’s website, www.fundaciosunol.org, has details of all ongoing activities. Individual and exclusive visits can also be arranged.

Exclusive proposal:
- Rental of premises for meetings, conferences, cocktail parties or dinners, presentations...
- Corporate groups according to availability of space
- Personalised quotations to suit each customer’s needs
- Guided tours with drink or snack afterwards

Contact
Jaume Brunet
+34 934 961 032
jbrunet@fundaciosunol.org
www.fundaciosunol.org
In the Liceu: 
Music, history, architecture and art

The Liceu stages performances of the highest quality, in a varied programme featuring internationally-renowned singers, which is available on the web. The theatre is open for visits every day: the hall-auditorium, the iconic Hall of Mirrors and the Circle of the Liceu with its modernist heritage are but some of the areas that can be visited. Individual and exclusive visits can also be arranged. Moreover, the Liceu is the ideal place to host business, cultural and social events in a unique setting.

Barcelona  Gran Teatre del Liceu

The Gran Teatre del Liceu, created in 1847, is one of the largest opera houses in the world and a symbol of Barcelona. Over the years, the Liceu has maintained its role as a cultural and artistic centre offering a programme of opera performances, dancing and concerts of the highest order. The theatre also offers guided tours and its different areas for organising business, cultural and social events are also available.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Marta Ribas
+ 34 934 858 658
ticket@liceubarcelona.cat
www.liceubarcelona.cat
The Casa Milà, popularly known as La Pedrera, is a unique building erected between 1906 and 1912 by the architect Antoni Gaudí.Declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1984. Thanks to its spectacular façade and the originality of its roof, La Pedrera is now regarded as one of the most outstanding buildings of the Twentieth Century. It is one of the most emblematic buildings of the city of Barcelona, and a pinnacle of the work of the great architect Antoni Gaudí.

Contact
Elena Planas
+34 902 090 174
comercial@lapedrera.com
www.lapedrera.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Secret Pedrera
A night visit to La Pedrera. Special, intimate, exclusive. A tour that tells the story of a building through a journey in time taking in the hidden corners, history and customs of La Pedrera’s inhabitants at the beginning of the 20th Century.
A different way of seeing La Pedrera, where the visitor becomes the observer of a series of images, sounds and smells of an era.

Exclusive proposal:
• Exclusive secret guided tour of the Pedrera for two people
L’Auditori offers a top-level musical and gastronomic experience

Enjoying a live symphony is a stunning experience, and the most direct way of discovering this is through the Barcelona Symphony and Catalonia National Orchestra, with the highest performing standards, internationally-acclaimed soloists and conductors and a post-concert dinner that makes for an unforgettable evening in Barcelona.
Costa Brava  Art Museum of Girona

The Art Museum is located in the incomparable setting of the old Episcopal Palace. The inside harbours the Bishopric’s and the county of Girona’s most important art collection, with pieces dating from the Romanesque to the dawn of the Twentieth Century. The building still retains many areas with their original function, such as the episcopal prison or the majestic gardens. The different rooms regularly host various temporary activities and exhibitions.

Contact
Neus Crous
+34 972 203 834 / +34 972 224 766
turisme.mag@gencat.cat
www.museuart.com

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, Italian, French and Russian

Discovering the art and history of Girona

The tour begins in the ancient hospital of Santa Caterina, where the oldest pharmacy is preserved in situ, and where the painting El Gran Dia de Girona (Girona’s Great Day), by Ramon Marti Alsina, the largest Catalan painting, is on show. The route traverses the Old Quarter to the Art Museum of Girona, taking the visitor on a voyage spanning one thousand years of art. Finally, a snack will be served in the museum gardens, which only open on special occasions.

The whole tour is private and exclusive.
The Episcopal Museum of Vic (MEV) is a medieval art museum declared as being of national interest that houses a magnificent collection of painting and sculpture masterpieces from the Romanesque and the Catalan Gothic period. The collections of silverware, weaving and fabrics, forged ironwork, glass and ceramics offer a comprehensive tour of the history of religious and decorative arts in Catalonia. This collection, of exceptional value, is showcased in a modern building next to the Cathedral, right in the historic centre of Vic.

Episcopal Museum of Vic: culture and gastronomy

The proposal includes an exclusive evening visit to the Episcopal Museum of Vic to take in its magnificent collection of medieval art with masterpieces of Romanesque painting and sculpture and the Catalan Gothic period, a stroll through the most emblematic sights of Vic, culminating in dinner at the Can Jubany restaurant, the essence of a cuisine based on local produce, with the personal and family-like touch so characteristic of the Nandu Jubany team, a gastronomic landmark with a Michelin star.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English and French

Exclusive proposal:
• Exclusive evening visit to take in the MEV’s Romanesque and Gothic collections
• Tasting Menu at the chef Nandu Jubany’s Mas Albereda
• Optional: Tour of the gallery collections

Contact
Carme Comas
+ 34 938 869 360
informacio@museuepiscopalvic.com
www.museuepiscopalvic.com
Barcelona  National Art Museum of Catalonia

The National Art Museum of Catalonia straddles all the arts (sculpture, painting, objects of art, drawings, engravings, posters, coin and photography collections), and its mission is to narrate the overall evolution of Catalan art from the Romanesque period through to the present day. One of the Museum’s core aims and objectives is the promotion and dissemination of national and international culture and art through of its collections.

Languages
The language for the activity can be requested by the client, mainly Spanish, Catalan, English and French

Contact
Esther Torres
Monica Jimenez
+34 936 220 376
promocio@mnac.cat
www.mnac.cat

Exclusive visit to the collection of the National Art Museum of Catalonia

Exclusive proposal:
• Welcome in the lobby of the National Art Museum of Catalonia
• Glass of cava, welcome and brief introduction to the history of the National Palace and the collection’s general contents
• Guided tour of one of the chosen key topics of the National Art Museum of Catalonia
• Medieval essence through Romanesque and Gothic art
• Great European painters of the Renaissance and Baroque
• Modernism: the background and emergence of the movement
• Dinner with preferential seating in the Òleum restaurant with the meal chosen by the diners
Barcelona  Palau de la Música

Discover the Palau de la Música, one of the world’s most unique modernist jewels and an exceptional music programme. Built between 1905 and 1908 by the architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner as the headquarters of the Catalan Choral Society, and funded by popular donations, it is one of the most genuine symbols of Catalonia’s architectural and musical heritage.

Discover the architecture and choral singing of the Palau de la Música

Enjoying a live symphony is a stunning experience, and the most direct way of discovering this is through the Barcelona Symphony and Catalonia National Orchestra, with the highest performing standards, internationally-acclaimed soloists and conductors and a post-concert dinner that makes for an unforgettable evening in Barcelona.

Exclusive proposal:
• Exclusive tour. Schedule to suit the client
• Attend a rehearsal of the Catalan Choral Society
• Drink/cocktail (Welcome drink or cocktail between activities, and the cocktail can be combined with the tours if there is more than one group)

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, French, Russian, Italian and German (other languages possible)

Contact
Gemma Just
+34 932 957 256
gjust@palaumusica.cat
www.palaumusica.cat
Entertainment

Catalunya is exciting. Its entertainment proposals are endless. Thrilling or relaxing, they are all equally unique and surprising.

Barcelona and the rest of the coast concentrate most of the most select establishments and leisure areas: designer bars and terraces, elegant casinos, modern discos and nightclubs, spas full of history, accredited beauty and wellness centres... Lovers of adrenalin-pumping experiences will head straight for the huge PortAventura theme park in Salou and Vila-seca, with the highest roller coaster and water-slide in Europe, as well as many other attractions that bear the quality seal that distinguishes the world’s best parks.

Getting bored in Catalonia is simply impossible. In every corner of the country, visitors will find entertainment to suit their taste: balloon trips, excursions into the heart of nature, active tourism, wild bird exhibitions, tours of areas packed with science and knowledge, literary routes, botanical gardens, festivities and historical recreations...
Barcelona  Casino Barcelona

The Casino Barcelona is a global entertainment centre with modern facilities where you can enjoy gaming, music and gastronomy. It offers a varied and innovative range of slot machines, gaming tables with roulette, blackjack and a spectacular Poker Place. It also features live music and has a discotheque, the BSpace Room, where parties and private meetings can be organised or entertaining dinners and shows put on, not to mention a chillout bar with the best cocktails in town. Another major highlight is its cuisine, with a selection of restaurants, including the new Casino Restaurant, with Mediterranean and Italian specialities, the Casino Buffet, the Teppan-Yaki and its surprising Japanese grill, and the Snacks&Tapas Wine bar.

An unforgettable seaside experience

Contact
Casino Barcelona
+34 932 257 878
info@casino-barcelona.com
www.casino-barcelona.com

Costa Daurada  Casino Tarragona

The Casino Tarragona awaits you surrounded by long beaches of golden sand. Located on the Mediterranean Balcony, in one of the most important cities of the ancient Roman Empire. Discover the excitement of gambling in a historic setting. Casino Tarragona offers the most refined gaming tables and cutting-edge slot machines. You can also savour the finest cocktails in the exclusive T’Space lounge. A different gaming experience in an unbeatable location.

Discover the excitement of gambling in a historic setting

Contact
Casino Tarragona
+34 977 789 000
info@casino-tarragona.com
www.casino-tarragona.com

Languages
English, French, Spanish and others
Step into a dreamlike castle and discover the Casino Peralada. Majestic, and located in one of the most beautiful areas of the Alt Empordà. Surrounded by gardens, and flanked by its two Fourteenth-Century towers, this prestigious casino has a modern room with machines, an elegant gaming room offering from classic French Roulette to exciting Poker tournaments, and select cuisine from the Empordà in its exclusive restaurants.

Languages
English, French, Spanish and others

Contact
Casino Peralada
+34 972 538 125
info@casino-peralada.com
www.casino-peralada.com

The Gran Casino Costa Brava (GCCB) is located in Lloret de Mar. The casino opens daily from 10 am until the wee small hours. The GCCB is a 16,000 square-metre building in which there is gambling, a gastronomy service, a VIP lounge, areas for for private events, a multi-purpose room for large events of up to 1,000 people and 500 parking spaces.

The GCCB will make all your dreams come true. Luxury night GCCB

Exclusive proposal for VIP clients:
- Luxury night GCCB (stay in the GCCB VIP room)
- Free client transfer to and from hotel
- Tasting of the most prestigious world beverage brands
- Exclusive VIP treatment in the casino facilities

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, German, French, Russian and Italian

Contact
Raul Ayza
+34 972 361 166
vip@gccb.com
www.gccb.com
Costa Daurada  PortAventura

PortAventura is the perfect destination for a family holiday, an action-packed world of excitement, with 2 parks and 4 hotels. In PortAventura, an unforgettable experience awaits you, including six theme worlds, the new water park, exotic and refreshing, and the 4, fully themed, incredible hotels. And as a novelty for 2014, PortAventura features a new family attraction. PortAventura will give you a genuine adventure you will never forget.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, French, English and Russian

PortAventura, no waiting

PortAventura offers the option of not having to queue up for rides. The VIP bracelet provides priority access and no queues or waiting for all park rides, plus a reserved front-row seat in the shows scheduled by the theme park. Enjoy perfect luxury and comfort!
Costa Brava  Turisme Empuriabrava

Empuriabrava is a unique and genuine tourist destination, its navigable canals and strategic location in the heart of one of the most beautiful bays in the world have made it a paradise for sports lovers and for leisure activities. The great novelty is flying in the Wind Tunnel.

Flying in the Wind Tunnel

A transparent 10-m high cylinder, the power of the turbines and the best flight instructors in the world will make everyone’s dream of being able to fly come true! An activity suitable for all ages.

Languages
English, French, German, Russian, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 972 454 040
reserve@windoor-realfly.com
www.windoor-realfly.com
Every year, over 40 international sporting events are held in Catalonia. The simple reason is the magnitude and high quality of its installations and facilities: the Camp Nou, the gigantic stadium of Futbol Club Barcelona, the Lluis Companys Olympic Stadium of Montjuïc, the site of the 1992 Olympic Games, the emblematic Palau Sant Jordi, the Circuit de Catalunya in Montmeló, the scenario of great motor sport competitions, golf courses designed by top professionals, premium marinas, Alpine and Nordic ski courses...

Catalan sports facilities host high-level competitions, including the World GP™ Motorcycle Championship, the Spanish F1® Grand Prix, the Conde de Godó Tennis Tournament, the Puig Vela Clàssica Barcelona vintage race or the International Show-Jumping Competition. Catalonia has also six areas officially certified as Sports Tourism Destinations, thanks to the excellence of their facilities and infrastructures.
Barcelona  

Academia Sánchez-Casal

This company engages in the teaching of tennis at all levels, with bungalows for its students and an American school inside its installations. First-class facilities for organising multiple sport or business events combined with gastronomic experiences.

Sánchez-Casal, sport, education, and life experience!

Tennis training in unbeatable facilities with an internationally renowned reputation for all levels and ages, accommodated in our bungalows with the possibility of studying languages at our centre. Organisation of sports and business events coordinated with gastronomic experiences.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, Russian, German and Italian

Contact
Veronica Rhizik
+34 934 791 616
veronica@sanchez-casal.com
www.sanchez-casal.com

Costa Barcelona  

Barcelona Golf

Barcelona Golf is a DMC that has been specialising in “Golf Breaks,” Incentives and organising Corporate Golf days for small groups of companies or large events throughout Catalonia for over 10 years now. Our experienced team provides advice to the client, with luxury accommodation in the city centre at one of the five hotels of “The Leading Hotels of the World”, the Hotel Casa Fuster 5*GL and, with its spectacular Golf Course, the El Real Club de Golf el Prat.

Luxury Golf in Barcelona

Two-night luxury stay at the Hotel Casa Fuster, a veritable jewel of Catalan modernist architecture in the heart of Barcelona, with a roof terrace with swimming pool, a unique viewpoint overlooking the length of Passeig de Gràcia, the Mediterranean Sea, Tibidabo and the Sagrada Família. Including a pleasurable and unforgettable day’s golf at the Real Club El Golf el Prat, just 30 minutes away from the city.

Languages
English, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Ian Denham or Susana Viñas
+34 938 942 516
info@barcelonagolf.com
www.barcelonagolf.com

Exclusive proposal:
• Personalised events and prices adapted to the spaces and to the client’s culinary requirements

Exclusive proposal:
• 2 nights
• 1 round of golf at Real Club de Golf el Prat
• 1 set of CallawayX20/Nike clubs
Costa Barcelona  Circuit de Barcelona – Catalunya

The Circuit de Barcelona–Catalunya, just 30 minutes away from the city of Barcelona, has long-standing experience in the organisation of major events featuring the Spanish F1® Grand Prix and the MotoGP™ Grand Prix of Catalonia. Prestigious international competitions that pull in more and more fans to the Circuit every year.

Gold Member: watch the Grand Prix in VIP style

Would you like to watch the Grand Prix exclusively? Well now, with the Gold Member VIP pass, you can enjoy the Spanish F1® Grand Prix and the MotoGP™ Grand Prix in a private area with all kinds of extras. The Gold Member pass includes access to a private Gold Suite, a three-day ticket to the Grand Prix with a seat in the Main Grandstand, Catering and an Open Bar on Saturday and Sunday, plus parking facilities.

Exclusive proposal:
- Gold Member for the F1® GP
- Gold Member for the MotoGP™ GP

Languages
English, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Eva Perandres
+34 935 719 743
eperandres@circuitcat.com
www.circuitcat.com
Barcelona  FC Barcelona

FC Barcelona, with over 100 years of history and more than 160,000 members, is one of the most respected and admired clubs. Thanks to its multiple sports dimension, the Club is equipped with stunning facilities, of which the Camp Nou is the most emblematic of them all.

Dinner on the turf

The field of play is transformed to host unique dinners in the Camp Nou. A different way to surprise your guests in an incomparable setting. The FC Barcelona stadium, the Camp Nou, is an icon of the city of Barcelona and one of the most legendary stadiums in world football.
Qatar Airways and FC Barcelona. A team that unites the world.

Qatar Airways, the world's 5-star airline, is a proud partner of FC Barcelona. Bringing together fans from all across the globe. qatarairways.com/FCBarcelona
The Club de Golf d’Aro-Mas Nou is in Platja d’Aro, 300 metres above sea level. Its privileged location is what makes it unique, as it lies in the Natural Park of “Les Gavarres.” The course is a spectacular 18-hole par 72 championship course. In the heart of the Costa Brava, 1 hour from Barcelona airport and 30 minutes from Girona Airport.

The green of the golf course and the blue sea in a luxury setting

Golf Breaks: Hostal de la Gavina***** GL de S’Agaró, a unique beauty spot in terms of services and spaces, accompanied by a round of golf in Golf d’Aro - Mas Nou, with spectacular views of the Costa Brava and a very pleasant sea breeze where you can play 325 days a year.

Costa Brava
Club Golf d’Aro – Mas Nou

Languages
English, French and Spanish

Contact
Ester Gil Mestre
+34 972 816 727
golf@golfdaro.com
www.golfdaro.com

Exclusive proposal:
• 2 nights’ accommodation in a Superior double Room
• Welcome dinner and Full breakfast
• Private transfers to the Club Golf d’Aro golf course
• 4 green fees and lunch at the Club Golf d’Aro golf course
• Spa access

Costa Brava
Golf Platja de Pals

The Golf Platja de Pals opened in 1966 and lies in the middle of a huge pine grove opposite Pals beach and is the oldest course on the Costa Brava. Its 18-hole par-3 course offers a typically British design, with wide greens which provide a stiff but fair challenge, with subtle falls.

Play with our Pro

Play 18 holes with the Platja de Pals Golf Pro to improve your on-course strategy and hone your skills on the practice field. A complete day-out sharing the experience with our pro on one of the best courses on the Costa Brava.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Maite Aliu
+34 972 667 739
comercial@golfplatjadepals.com
www.golfplatjadepals.com

Exclusive proposal:
• Lessons with a PGA pro (18 holes on the course + practice field)
• Unlimited practice balls
• One 18-hole green fee
• Manual trolley included
• Pals Special Rice Lunch (with the pro)
Costa Daurada  Lumine Golf Club

Lumine Golf Club is a new sports complex right on the Costa Daurada. It boasts three golf courses with three different styles, two of them designed by Greg Norman and the third by Green Project: Lakes is a challenge (18 holes, par 71), Ruins is entertainment (9 holes, par 34), and Hills is all about sensations (18 holes, par 72). Besides the golf courses, Lumine has a Beach Club and the Lumine Restaurant with a highly varied cuisine.

Play for 5 days at Lumine Golf Club with a 5-star stay

Play for 5 days at the best golf facilities on the Costa Daurada with a 7-night stay in a double room with accommodation and breakfast at the Hotel Gran Palas 5****. The stay includes 5 Green fees/pax to enjoy the most exclusive golf.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Elsa Adrián or Geertje Miedema
+34 649 543 654
travel@lumine.com
www.lumine.com

Costa Barcelona  Golf Club Llavaneras

Club de Golf Llavaneras, a short drive away from the centre of Barcelona, is the fourth-oldest Course in Catalonia. It has a 100%-British design (Mr. F.W. Hawtree) and is known for its tradition and class. An excellent 18-hole par 70 course spread out over 37 hectares of homogeneous and smooth terrain overlooking the Mediterranean.

Playing Golf since 1945

A course for golf lovers, you cannot miss out on the opportunity of playing one of the most attractive and challenging rounds in Barcelona, these 18 holes are a joy for the senses, playing them is a must.

Languages
English, French, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Lucas Bueno
+34.93.792.60.50
lucas.bueno@golfllavaneras.com
www.golfllavaneras.com
The best golf destination, the PGA Catalunya Resort has two 18-hole courses, the Stadium Course, voted the best course in Spain 2012-2013, 3rd in Continental Europe ranking and 98th in the world, complemented by the Tour Course with excellent practice facilities plus a luxury hotel with residence offers.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German and Dutch

Contact
Mònica Martinez Calls
+34 972 472 577
reserves@pgacatalunya.com
www.pgacatalunya.com

Stadium course
Enjoy a Green fee for the Stadium Course, voted the best course in Spain 2012-2013, the 3rd in Continental Europe and 98th in the world. This stunning and spectacular course has hosted many important tournaments on the European circuit and is very highly regarded by professional players.

PGA Catalunya Resort, a prestigious golf resort, is regarded as one of the best golf destinations in Europe.
Costa Barcelona  Real Club de Golf El Prat

Located a mere 25 minutes away from Barcelona and 35 minutes from El Prat Airport, it is the reference club in Barcelona, one of the best clubs in Spain and a benchmark in Europe. It has hosted nine Spanish Opens.

The course, lying in a unique setting, has 45 holes, designed by the prestigious Pro Greg Norman, with up to seven different variations. On the same property, and connected through a reformed country path in the heart of nature, stands the Hotel Doubletree by Hilton Hotel and Conference Center La Mola, offering players a unique and exclusive service.

Enjoy the best Golf & Hotel Barcelona has to offer

Nestling in the natural park of Sant Llorenç de Munt i Obac, the Club offers the best catering services, a pro-shop, fitness service with personal coach, caddies, equipment rental and a luxurious club-house. The Hotel Doubletree by Hilton Hotel & Conference Center La Mola features the “Sensations” spa where guests can enjoy a relaxing stay plus its massage service and swimming pool.

Languages
English, French, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Adrián Barranco Pérez
+34 937 281 000
adrian@rcgep.com
www.realclubdegolfelprat.com

Costa Brava  TorreMirona Golf & Spa Resort

In the heart of the Empordà, between the Pyrenees and the Mediterranean Sea, on the gorgeous Costa Brava, lies TorreMirona Golf & Spa Resort, a holiday, sports and entertainment complex. It boasts exclusive accommodation, a restaurant with Mediterranean cuisine, an 18-hole golf course and a spa centre with multiple sports facilities.

The perfect getaway for golf-lovers

If you play regularly you can enjoy two days unlimited golf on our course. If on the other you want to try your hand at this exciting sport then you can take two hours of classes at Steve Scott Golf Academy. In both cases, make the most of your 2-night stay at one of our exclusive hotels to discover and make the most of the resort’s other services.

Languages
English, Spanish, Catalan, French, Dutch and German

Contact
Sandra Baaten
+34 972 566 700
hotel@torremirona.com
www.torremirona.com
Val d’Aran  **Baqueira Beret**

Baqueira Beret lies in the Aran Valley, on the north face of the Lleida Pyrenees. The ski area covers 1,922 ha, split into three different areas, totalling 120 km of ski runs for skiers of all abilities. It has a level difference of more than 1,000 meters and a maximum altitude of 2,500 m. The heavy snowfalls and snow quality between late November and April make for a long skiing season.

**Languages**
Aranese, Catalan, Spanish, French and English

**Because you ski**

The resort’s facilities (cafés, restaurants and children’s playgrounds) and the 5* hotel accommodation beside the ski runs provide the skier with a memorable stay, complemented perfectly by dinner at the Moët restaurant in the area of Orri, at a height of 1,800 metres. The gastronomy and architecture of its people and the culture of the Aran Valley afford this destination even greater charm.

**Contact**
Xavi Ubeira
+34 973 639 000
baqueira@baqueira.es
www.baqueira.es
Pirineus  La Molina Ski Resort

The La Molina Mountain and Ski Resort in Cerdanya is a point of reference in the snow world. In a privileged setting, the heart of nature. Kilometres of ski runs with superb snow quality and sunshine almost all year round. For families and skiers of all abilities. A broad range of snow-based activities and a brilliant gastronomic and hotel offer in the area.

Day and night skiing with a high-flying dinner

A day’s skiing on La Molina ski runs with a guide who will show you all the nooks and crannies of the resort, from 10 am until 4 pm. Retrac ascent to the Costa Rasa restaurant at 7.30 pm, high-flying dinner, and then skiing down by torchlight at 11 pm.
A unique experience.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English and French

Contact
Reservations Department
+34 972 892 031
reserves@turismefgc.cat
www.lamolina.cat
Catalonia offers a great variety of exclusive items with the seal of the highest quality and service, ranging from the most typical products of the land to most sophisticated gifts.

Barcelona contains numerous premium establishments, with the elegant Passeig de Gràcia and Diagonal Avenue as the main arteries hosting the most prestigious shops, boulevards, fashion galleries and shopping centres, accessories, jewellery and gift objects. The city also organises the Shopping Night Barcelona, a unique shopping and recreational experience, and also hosts the 080 Barcelona Fashion event, an international showcase for the absolutely latest fashion and design. Very close to the city, a venue that recreates a typical Catalan village offers exclusive outlet products by leading fashion brands. Catalonia abounds with places with the highest-quality products, as well as art galleries and antique shops where you can pick up original works by renowned authors and other items of value. Moreover, Catalonia’s museums and craft shops sell unique goods made of ceramic, glass, wrought iron, wood, paper, fabric or precious metals.
Barcelona Shopping Line, high-flying shopping in the heart of the city

Central, comprehensive and classy. This is Barcelona Shopping Line, a 5-km shopping centre in the heart of the capital of Catalonia, with more than 160 stores at street level complemented by 13 modern shopping centres with hundreds of establishments of all kinds. The mild climate and the city’s walkabout-friendly layout make for a pleasant wander through this shopping area, with its lovely streets and avenues under the shelter of some of Barcelona’s most charming buildings. They stock the best brands and fashion goods, footwear, jewellery and watches, perfumes, cosmetics, health, opticians, design products, delicatessen, wines, cakes and pastries, traditional craft and avant-garde products, decoration, toys, sports... The personnel working in all these stores take care of all the details and handle customers exquisitely. Some of the stores are modern and functional, others more regal and elegant, and then there are the older, emblematic shops that exude history and local colour. All the establishments in Barcelona Shopping Line are duly identified and offer special shopping conditions for customers from outside the European Union through the Tax Free cheque.

Luxury and haute couture in Passeig de Gràcia

A large part of the axis that forms the Barcelona Shopping Line runs along the city’s main avenue of luxury and high fashion: Passeig de Gràcia. Both sides of this artery are flanked by magnificent examples of modernist architecture designed by the famous Antoni Gaudí (La Pedrera, Casa Batlló), Lluís Doménech i Montaner (Casa Fuster, Casa Lleó Morera) or Josep Puig i Cadafalch (Casa Amatller), among others. Known as the “golden mile” for its exclusive shopping offer, Passeig de Gràcia became a showcase of internationally renowned brands, with some fifty stores of the highest level. Different places purveying craft products and antiques, and twenty-plus hotels and restaurants make up a dream walk.

www.barcelonashoppingline.com
Barcelona Guide Bureau

Barcelona Guide Bureau (BGB) is an agency with over 20 years’ experience that specialises in offering customised tours of Barcelona and Catalonia. The quality of our services and our reliability at competitive prices are what our customers value most.

Contact
Carmen Turiera
+34 932 682 422 / +34 667 419 140
bgb@BarcelonaGuideBureau.com
carmen@bgb.es

Languages
English, French, Italian and German

Inspiring Experiences in Barcelona & Shopping Tours

Style, ideas, art and current trends... Visit an iconic establishment, discover strange places, wander through secret corners, be your hosts... Our Personal Shopper and, if you wish, our private transport with driver, are at your disposal to show you the Barcelona that you want. Business or pleasure... men and women... the young and the not so young... very busy people short on time or people with all the time in the world. Enjoy a private service, let yourself go in a unique experience inspired by Barcelona. Tell us what you like and we will find it for you. We will be delighted to accompany you.
La Roca Village, 30 minutes from the centre of Barcelona, offers a unique shopping experience. Discover La Roca Village, home to more than 100 boutiques of national and international luxury fashion brands with recommended retail prices slashed by up to 60% all year round. Bikkembergs, Calvin Klein, Custo Barcelona, Diesel, Escada, Furla, G-Star Raw, Hackett, Hugo Boss, La Perla, Piquadro, Swarovski, TAG Heuer, TOUS ... and many more.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan and English

Contact
Salvador Artigas
+34 902 702 209
vador@machbarcelona.com
www.machbarcelona.com

Exclusive Shop & Fly Experience
A unique experience that combines a trip from/to Barcelona with chauffeur, superior car, the satisfaction of buying luxury brands in a relaxed setting, with a Welcome Pack including a VIP Card with additional discounts, other premium services, a delicious tasting lunch and an exciting helicopter ride with views of the Serralada Litoral mountain range, Burriac Castle and the Mediterranean Sea and with a panoramic view of Barcelona in the background. La Roca Village is more than just shopping, it is a premium experience.

Exclusive proposal:
• The reservation must be made at least 48 hours in advance
• Subject to restaurant availability and weather conditions
• Maximum of three people per helicopter
Pedralbes Centre is an exclusive and urban centre in Barcelona which fuses the best local boutiques and a fine selection of local restaurants in one place. Catalan designer brands combined with shopping experiences for wellness products that cannot be found in any other shopping mall in Barcelona. It also has a gym and a piano freely available to the public.

Pedralbes Centre, much more than a shopping mall

Pedralbes Centre is Barcelona’s alternative fashion centre. Innovative and ahead of its time, the mall was the first and the only centre to install an outdoor ice rink, conveying the spirit of the Rockefeller Center since 1999, and promoting initiatives such as Intenz Diagonal by The Shopping Night Barcelona. Moreover, since it opened it has backed Catalan designers with supportive fashion shows and initiatives. As part of this spirit, brands with personality, alternative fashion, cultural initiatives and a fresh and suggestive gastronomic offer are its hallmark.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, French, Italian and German

Contact
Ratt Fenech
+34 934 106 821
pedralbescentre@inmocolonial.com
www.pedralbescentre.com
Catalonia excels in every last detail. The quality of all the complementary services available to the visitor make any stay the perfect experience.

Catalan tourist establishments offer clients an impeccable service that will be the ideal complement to their stay. And all in total comfort, with speed, discretion and guaranteed quality. The list is long: drivers, limousines and other luxury vehicles, rental of high-end sports cars, private jets, helicopters, yachts, VIP passes, shopping assistants, personal chefs, interpreters, organisation of excursions and trips, wellness areas with spa treatments, thalassotherapy, wine or chocolate therapy...
Aborigens Barcelona proposes unique gastronomic routes, tasting sessions, activities and experiences to showcase Catalan cuisine. We promote local tourism, linked to the territory, using local products and faithful to our culinary tradition. At the same time we conceive projects and create events for a single purpose: to live and enjoy food without inhibitions or hang-ups.

Savour a journey to the roots of Catalan cuisine

Catalonia is a small country, but its scenery and landscape harbour different flavours, and each and every one of its recipes are the fruit of its tradition. Get away from Barcelona for a few hours and enjoy a journey to the roots of Catalan cuisine. Winemakers, cheese-makers, livestock breeders, fishermen... Come with us and see for yourself the craftsmen and women who, oblivious to fads and the passing of time, maintain a rural heritage that simply refuses to disappear.

Exclusive proposal:
• One-day activity
• Tailored and private experience / Door-to-door service /
• Exclusive gourmet gift

Across Spain is a travel agency specialised in organising customised trips for individuals and groups, as well as sports events, meetings and incentives all over the land. We are authorised agents for the distribution of FC Barcelona tickets and RCD Espanyol, as well as for the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya.

A top gastronomic & elite sports journey to Barcelona

Stay at a 5-star boutique hotel in the city centre. On arrival, you will have dinner at a restaurant with 2 Michelin stars. The following morning you will depart from the hotel to fly over the Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya, landing at a winery, which you will visit privately in a 4x4 vehicle followed by wine tasting and lunch. Your stay will also include a football match at the Camp Nou in VIP Gold seats near the bench. And you can have all transfers in an exclusive private car if you want.

Welcome to an enthralling experience!
Catalunya Central  Balo Tour

We invite you to share a genuine adventure with us, based on a new experience, a balloon flight. From the moment we begin to inflate the balloon until you land, the balloon flight will be an experience you will remember forever. Come and discover a new world of sensations and visual pleasures, floating in the wind.

A different activity to round off a brilliant day out

This special product delivers utter relaxation, and includes three different activities, helping you get rid of your stress and above all have a great time: a relaxing balloon ride in the morning topped off by a gourmet lunch at one of the Osona Cuina restaurants.

Exclusive proposal:
• Balloon flight & Gastronomy

Languages
English, French, Catalan and Spanish

Contact
Mikel Masallera
+34 938 894 443 - +34 934 144 774
+34 607 856 969 - +34 607 848 443
balo@balotour.com
www.balotour.com

Barcelona  Barcelona Bus Turístic

Barcelona, an outdoor museum. The Barcelona Bus Turístic is an open-top double-decker bus that will help you to discover the city’s most attractive and fascinating spots.

Come and discover Barcelona aboard the Barcelona Bus Turístic

A 3-hour private tour to discover Barcelona aboard our open-top double-decker buses. The tour includes scheduled stops during the route, it starts and ends at set points in the city, with driver and Turisme de Barcelona informers aboard.

Languages
English, Spanish or Catalan.
Enquire about other languages

Contact
Monica Guerrero
+34 933 289 255
turistic@tmb.cat
www.barcelonabusturistic.cat
Barcelona Exciting

Barcelona Exciting specialises in creating projects based on culinary and cultural experiences in Barcelona. The proposals furnish prestige, exclusiveness and uniqueness. Barcelona Exciting invites visitors to explore the city through culture- and entertainment-based activities at the same time.

Modernist experience with luxury gastronomy

Exciting Modernism includes an audio-guided visit to the Palau Güell, the family residence of Eusebi Güell, the patron of Antoni Gaudí, a walk along the Rambles to the Les Sirenes private room of the Hotel España remodelled by the architect Lluís Domènech i Montaner, lunch or dinner with a menu inspired by Modernist cuisine, designed by the three Michelin-starred chef Martín Berasategui plus a dramatised performance during the evening of an illustrious character of the Barcelona of the beginning of the 20th Century.

Languages
English and French. For other languages please contact the organisation

Contact
Odalys Peyrón
+34 657 058 787
info@barcelonaeexciting.com
www.barcelonaeexciting.com

Costa Brava

Company specialising in the organisation of one-day trips from Barcelona to different parts of Catalonia. The main routes are the Costa Brava and the Pyrenees.

Sea, nature and secrets of the Costa Brava

Exclusive route taking in the most charming beauty spots of the Costa Brava. Enjoy Catalan cooking out at sea with a Michelin-starred chef in our coves and plunge into the heart of nature along the Camí de Ronda. Visit the coast’s most fascinating villages with a unique and personalised touch.

Exclusive proposal:

Private Guide all day (1 day)
- Luxury transfer to Calella de Palafrugell and to Barcelona
- Camí de Ronda Walking Tour + gift
- Abacus Marine 61 yacht, 19 m, 3 cabins
- Lunch with Catalan food and drinks (wines and caves) with a Michelin star Chef
- Tour of Costa Brava beauty spots + snorkelling and bathing in secluded coves

*Optional: Super exclusive on-board SPA treatment

Languages
Language on request, depending on client’s nationality

Contact
Monica Mateu
+34 627 929 193
info@barcelonaholiday.es
www.barcelonaholiday.es
Driving Experience and Gastronomic Workshop

Unique GT car or Concept Car driving programme along the most beautiful roads around Barcelona. Departing from the hotel, you drive up to the top of the mountain of Montserrat (snack) and then return to Barcelona for a gastronomic workshop at a Restaurant facing the sea with a chef and private service, at the best table.

Return transfer to the hotel by private taxi. The following cars, among others, are available: 1 Ferrari California, an Audi A10, 1 KTM, 2 Carver-one... Spectacular vehicles! (4-hour programme).

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, German, Italian and French

Contact
Monica Bravo
+34 934 736 815
bravo@bravotopdmc.com
www.bravotopdmc.com

Exceptional Family Experience:
From Passeig de Gràcia to the Polo Club

An exclusive experience for all the family. It begins with a shopping tour to get kitted out with all the equipment you need for your Polo Experience and then get ready to be driven to the Club by a private chauffeur. At the Club, qualified coaches will give you all the lowdown on this aristocratic sport and you will even be able to take part in a game. Children have plenty of quiet school ponies for novices to learn on. The day ends with a fantastic private meal.

Exclusive proposal:
• Specialised guide + private chauffeur transport + Polo School and game + private meal

Languages
English, French, Spanish and Catalan. Other languages on request

Contact
Susana Riera
+ 34 937 961 485
booking@byoubarcelona.com
www.byoubarcelona.com

Costa Barcelona  Bravo Top DMC

We offer “top” travellers and corporate groups exclusive and personalised experiences in Barcelona and Catalonia. We define a new concept of luxury, delivering unique and genuine moments for the most demanding customers: VIP access to first-class accommodation, restaurant and private areas, the best tickets and red carpet events, premium transport, top shopping and personal assistance in different languages.

By you is a company specialising in the design and organisation of unique and exclusive experiences in Barcelona and other charming spots in Catalonia. Our Urban Sherpas team consists of experts who combine experience, creativity and passion to provide our customers with the best leisure activities through 100%-personalised tours. They recommend, on behalf of our clients, the best, most interesting and most sought-after experiences, be they culinary, cultural, sporting, retail or otherwise.

Barcelona  By You Barcelona
Catalunya Bus Turístic whisks you off to discover all the secrets of Catalonia, with outings from Barcelona to enjoy Montserrat, the Colònia Güell, Dalí’s art, the wine and cava culture, the city of Girona, the best shopping in La Roca Village, and plenty more!

Private personalised tours
Private tours designed for our clients (Montserrat & Colònia Güell, Dalí’s Figueres & Girona, Wine & Cava, La Roca Village, Sightseeing Tour of Barcelona and many more options). Lunch or other extras can also be arranged.

City Tours Barcelona Travels is a travel agency based in Barcelona, specialising in private wine and gastronomy tours in Catalonia, visits to wineries in Priorat, Alella, Penedès, Montsant, etc. It also offers cultural tours and excursions to the most emblematic places in Catalonia, transport and hotel bookings for private groups of between 8 and 200 people. It also organises personalised tours. It works mainly with private tours for businesses, accommodation, events and incentives.

Culinary incentive in Catalonia: gastronomy, vineyards, sea and city
A journey that begins with a transfer to the fabulous Recaredo winery, with a tour of the vineyards and a tasting session of its finest caves. This will be followed by an extraordinary lunch at Cal Blay. The day ends with a sailing boat tour and dinner at the famous ABaC restaurant (2 Michelin stars). Accommodation in the Hotel Almat****GL. The next day features a visit to famous sights in Barcelona with a private guide before lunch at the Lasarte restaurant (2 Michelin stars).
And your dream comes true!

Since our definition of luxury is that everyone can see their dreams come true, we give you the Barcelonacreativa platform, a groundbreaking initiative in the world to bring you exclusive experiences in our city. Be creative when asking, make the most of all our expertise and network of contacts to make your experience totally unique! Visits, meetings and private classes with renowned artists, activities in exclusive places closed to the public, participation in traditional festivities, organising your own concert in landmark buildings are but some of the examples... Each experience is unique, and yours will be unforgettable!

Languages
English, German, French, Russian, Catalan, Spanish and Chinese

Contact
Caroline Couret
+34 932 157 411
connect@barcelonacreativa.info
www.barcelonacreativa.info

Ultimate Gourmet Tour of Catalonia – Tour Gourmet Deluxe de Catalunya

A private and personalised nine-day premium tour that includes the best selection of 5-star hotels in Barcelona and the rest of Catalonia, elite transport, professional guides, visits to the best wineries, personalised cooking classes, meals in Spain’s best restaurants with the chef’s personal attention, relaxing massages, balloon trips, sailing outings and a lot more. A unique experience tailored to suit you.

Languages
Spanish, English and Russian

Contact
Ursula Gierej
+ 34 972 219 640
ursula@gourmandbreaks.com
www.gourmandbreaks.com

Gourmand Breaks is an incoming travel agency specialising in luxury holiday packages tailored to meet the needs of private groups and individual clients. We are experts in wine, culinary and cultural tours in Spain, Portugal and South West France, we can arrange tours to the best wineries, cooking classes with Michelin-star chefs or masters in traditional cuisine, the tasting of local products, cultural visits with our excellent guides, unique accommodation, elite transport.

Barcelona Creative Tourism / FUSIC

La Fundació Societat i Cultura, which manages the Barcelona Creative Tourism platform, is endorsed by over thirty years of professional experience in the field of cultural management at home and abroad. In 2010, it created the Creative Tourism Network®, a reference in creative tourism that guarantees the authenticity and quality of the exclusive tourist offers of destinations such as Barcelona, Paris, Porto Alegre or Bangkok, among others.
Icono Serveis, based in Barcelona and with more than 15 years’ experience in the trade, offers customised products and themed tours of Barcelona. We design team-building activities such as workshops, Treasure Hunts, etc. for incentive groups, conferences and individual VIP guests. We have official guides in all languages who are specialised in art, history, architecture... A 100%-personalised service!

Stories and legends of the Gothic Quarter

Legends, traditions, stories handed down from one generation to another that will guide us in our route through the Gothic Quarter. We will stroll through medieval streets, delight in the legends of our ancestors, learn the customs that marked the social life and the stories of many characters who were the real stars of the city. The tour ends with a glass of cava in a famous local spot.

Evening tour from Barcelona: wine-tasting and human tower experience

Combine wine, food, tradition and culture on a half-day tour for a small group from Barcelona. Visit a renowned organic winery and enjoy a wine-tasting session to savour the amazing flavour of an organic wine. The wine-tasting takes place in a unique and privileged setting against the backdrop of the Mediterranean. Learn about the Human Towers, a tradition with two hundred years of history, now the most vivid popular expression of Catalan culture. Do not miss out on the opportunity to take part in this breathtaking activity with the human-tower builders, declared UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage.
Naut Travel is a specialised travel agency in the central Pyrenees based in Val d’Aran. We have been organising trips, events, conferences and business incentives in the Pyrenees for over 7 years now and have a team of professional specialists that no-one else can offer to create unforgettable experiences in the mountain setting of the Val d’Aran.

The experience of visiting a traditional Aran cottage and high-flying gastronomic tasting

Two nights’ accommodation in the Hotel Val de Neu **** GL in Baqueira-Val de Ruda 1500, an outing to the Ruda Valley, a glacial valley where you will be treated to select food products of the Val d’Aran such as caviar, cheese, cold meats and pâtés.

In the winter months, one of the stellar activities that can be put on for the more adventurous is heliskiing. A chopper lifts you to places on the mountain that cannot be reached by the ski-lifts, where you can make the most of 400 km² of mountainside to ski at an altitude of between 3000 and 1200 metres.

Languages
English, French, Catalan and Spanish

Contact
Alberto Lopez
+34 973 640 087
reservas@nautviages.com
www.nautviages.com

Pirineus Nit i Vol - Vol de Coloms

Since 1992, our company has been organising balloon flights over the Natural Park of the Volcanic Area of La Garrotxa. This Park lies between the Pyrenees and the Costa Brava, a region of contrasts: mountains, forests, rivers, volcanoes, elements that all afford the balloon flight over these places a special value.

A special celebration with breakfast at 2000 metres

An unforgettable surprise for a special occasion: happy birthday, I love you, will you marry me? Ask your partner to marry you or wish a loved one a happy birthday as you fly over Catalonia’s volcanoes in a balloon. Float over the invisible paths of the wind while you say “will you marry me?” and put the ring on their finger. Or... Happy Birthday! A toast with cava and traditional crackling cake for a high-flying celebration. On the same day as the balloon trip, you can also enjoy a tasting menu at the Les Cols restaurant, which has 2 Michelin stars. You will remember it all your life!

Languages
English, French, German, Catalan and Spanish

Contact
+34 689 471 872
info@voldecoloms.com
www.voldecoloms.cat
The secrets of a cuisine that has amazed the world

We open our workshop’s doors, a unique and comfortable space that mirrors the mark of Barcelona’s history. A chef will take you on a fascinating tour of the local cuisine, from age-old traditions to the most innovative techniques. We will begin buying prime-quality ingredients in the Boqueria market, after which the chef will help you to cook a delicious meal that you can savour, washed down by the best Catalan wines. And as a perfect end to the day, you can enjoy a hearty meal and receive a C&T apron as a gift.

OWN Experiences

OWN Experiences és un DMC amb base a Barcelona, especialitzat en el segment Premium. Dissenyem experiències culturals d’oci exclusives i d’altíssim Luxe, sempre a mida del client més exigent. Oferim accés al que habitualment està reservat als habitants locals, de manera totalment personalitzada. Cuidem tot fins al detall de cada experiència, garantint el luxe, confort i seguretat per a que gaudeixin d’una experiència única i inoblidable.

OWN the way you experience

Perseguim l’objectiu d’aconseguir que els nostres clients descobreixin el que habitualment és inaccessible, que s’endinsin en un món d’experiències i que les gaudeixin, a cada moment, amb la intensitat que desitgin. Sobre la base dels seus interessos, els seus desitjos i la seva disponibilitat de temps dissenyem el viatge a la seva mesura, en el que estaran assistits per un Experience Manager, un professional expert en cada activitat que realitzin.

Languages
Anglès, francès, italià, xinès mandari, castellà i català

Contact
Pablo Manzano
+34 646 163 015
pablo@ownexperiences.com
www.ownexperiences.com
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Luxury sport

VIP Tickets/Corporate Platinum, Gold, Silver, VIP Box
F1, Moto GP, Circuit de Catalonia, FC Barcelona, RCD Espanyol
Transfer Services (helicopters, jets, private cars, limousines, etc.).
Stay in a 5-star hotel.
Tour of Catalonia by Harley Davison or a Porsche, Maserati or Aston Martin-type luxury sports car.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, French, Italian, Portuguese, Danish, Norwegian and Japanese

Contact
Axel Ruis
+34 934 874 247
info@toptourisme.com
www.toptourisme.net

Terres de l’Ebre
Tuna Tour Balfegó

Tuna Tour is the new sustainable tourist initiative created by Grup Balfegó. The Balfegó family has long been linked to bluefin tuna fishing, and now the fifth generation of the family is still engaged in fishing for the bluefin tuna with its project based on three cornerstones: sustainability, traceability and gastronomy.

Possibly one of the greatest adventures of your life

Tuna Tour is conceived as a leisure experience and a unique adventure in the world, giving visitors the opportunity to bathe among more than 500 bluefin tuna weighing over 200 pounds that the company has in its aquaculture pools, located two and a half miles from the coast of the fishing village of L’Ametlla del Mar in Tarragona, in the heart of the Costa Daurada.

Exclusive proposal:
• Private and exclusive outings
• Complete Catamaran Tour. Outing from the Port of Ametlla de Mar
• Audiovisuals in Catalan, Spanish, English, French and Russian
• Snorkling material: goggles, tube and safety vest (optional)
  Possibility of renting wetsuits (not included in the price)
• Delicatessen tasting of fresh Balfegó Bluefin tuna sashimi
• Bar Service

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French and Russian

Contact
Núria Chertó
+34 977 047 700
info@tuna-tour.com
www.tuna-tour.com

Barcelona
Top Tourisme

A travel agency for sports, cultural and recreational tourist stays.
Specialising in tourism in Catalonia, football and F1. Toptourisme Spain is the official agency for the sale of stays and tickets for the main international sporting events, such as FC Barcelona and RCD Espanyol and Circuit de Barcelona-Catalunya (F1 and MotoGP).
Barcelona Turisme de Barcelona

Turisme de Barcelona implements marketing and communication promotional campaigns in the main international issuing markets, targeting different segments (conventions, cruisers, gastronomy, shopping, cultural activities, luxury trips, etc.). The city’s tourist sector is offered the possibility of participating actively in its promotions through the provision of services and the presentation of their products abroad.

Barcelona Premium: culture, gastronomy, shopping and wellness await you in Barcelona!

Barcelona Premium is run in partnership with 53 companies who plan and organise top-quality stays in a luxury Barcelona to ensure that its customers have a truly unique and memorable stay. The programme includes luxury accommodation providers, travel agencies specialised in unique experiences and personalised travel, private transport, restaurants, shops and companies offering memorable activities, unique experiences and exclusive services to experience Barcelona in a totally different way.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan, English, French, German, Italian and Russian

Contact
Verónica Rodríguez
+34 933 689 700
vrodriguez@barcelonaturisme.com
www.barcelonapremium.cat

Barcelona World Experience Barcelona

WeBarcelona is an agency that creates unique leisure and tourist experiences in Barcelona for those who wish to live once-in-a-lifetime, memorable and life-changing experiences. WeBarcelona is redefining the way people think and behave during their free and leisure time. Our aim is to inspire and enrich your life as a traveler, seeking the most exciting way to explore your potential, because the real value of every experience lies in your ability to tell stories about yourself, which is what you can get from us.

Perhaps the best Barcelona highlights experience: Barcelona 360° land, sea & air

Enjoy the city of Barcelona from different and exciting perspectives: land, sea and air. Feel the rhythm of the city riding a fantastic Mercedes-Benz Smart electric bike or in a luxury van. Admire the city from the air by a private helicopter tour and sail along the coast of Barcelona on a private boat rom which you’ll shoot ecological golf balls to the horizon. Upgrade: put the finishing touch to this gorgeous experience with an exclusive visit (no other visitors around ) to la Sagrada Familia led by an official guide with access to restricted areas of the Basilica.

Languages
Spanish, English, Portuguese, French, Italian, Russian, German, Dutch and Chinese

Contact
Jordi Puig
+34 930 027 145
info@webarcelona.com
www.webarcelona.com
Transport
Barcelona  Charter & Dreams Yacht Services

Rental of exclusive vessels with crew

This company is based in Barcelona’s Port Vell, and specialises in the rental of exclusive vessels, with crew included, on the Mediterranean coast. The fleet comprises a selection of the finest charter boats. A professional company offering a personalised service tailored to each client’s needs. 24x7 service.

Languages
Spanish, Catalan and English

Contact
Judith Estrella
+34 931 147 593
info@charteranddreams.com
www.charteranddreams.com

Barcelona  Corporatejets

Private Sky

This executive airline company arranges charter flights for customers all over the world with its own fleet of four latest-generation jets from its base in El Prat Airport in Barcelona. A founding member of AirClub, the leading European alliance of aviation operators.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish, English, French, German and Italian

Contact
Susanna Aligué Muñoz
+34 936 744 141
corporal@corporatejetsbcn.com
www.corporatejetsbcn.com
The best cars in the world for the most demanding customers

Gevicar proposes Road-Book, the company’s Star event where the cars and the Road Book are distinguishing trait. For example, five couples, a road book, a safety car and 5 cars (Porsche 911 Carrera, Ferrari California, Rolls-BMW 650 Cabrio and Ferrari 458 Italia Spider) on the roads of the Costes del Garraf, the Vallvidrera or Rabassada roads, which provide ideal scenery and are perfect for driving along in a high-performance car, enjoying the sun and the cuisine of a town such as Sitges, the Port of Aiguadolç or the Old Casino of Sant Pere de Ribes.

Test of Excellence: the best of the Costa Brava by land and by sea

After driving the best cars in the world along the most spectacular roads of Girona, step onto the GT-CLUB YACHT to take in the Coast’s beauty spots and dine by the sea in paradise. A day brimming with contrasts where you can definitely switch off. The opportunity to enjoy GT-CLUB privileges and some memorable moments.
Barcelona  Grup Limousines

Grup Limousines is the market leader in Barcelona in the field of chauffeur-driven luxury vehicles for hire. The company was founded in 1990 and has two distinct lines of business: Tourism and Companies (Airport and port transfers, sightseeing tours (by limo and classic cars) and Barcelona by night); vehicles (Mercedes E, S, Vans and Shuttle buses) all under three years old, GPS tracking system and a 24-hour service; and Weddings and celebrations (Classic cars and stretch limo).

Languages
English, Spanish and Catalan

Contact
Frederic Busquets
+34 936 524 828
info@gruplimo.com
www.gruplimo.com

Barcelona  Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals

Harley-Davidson®, based in Milwaukee (Wisconsin, USA) is one of the most famous motorcycle manufacturers in the world. Its creations are part of the American tradition and history, and some of its models have become true two-wheeling legends. The brand is more than just a motorcycle, it is a lifestyle. Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals is the rental service promoted by the brand with the help of dealers in each country.

Languages
Catalan, Spanish and English

Contact
Centres Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals:
+34 932 019 928/+34 933 394 874
http://www.harley-davidson.com/es_ES/Content/Pages/Try_a_Bike/rent_a_harley.html.

Barcelona

Rental of cars with driver

We look forward to welcoming your customers to Catalonia. We are pleased to invite you into the World of Limousines, offering you our hiring services for American limousines, modern vehicles and luxury classic cars, with expert drivers. We offer the Barcelona City Tour or Province Tours (minimum 4 hours).

Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals

Freedom to enjoy Catalonia astride a Harley

Harley-Davidson® Authorized Rentals is a simple and exclusive way of seeing Catalonia on one of the latest Harley-Davidson® models, whether you are on holiday and want to explore the Catalan coast on a motorbike, enjoy the winding roads and bends of the Catalan Pyrenees or if you are on business in Catalonia and just want to have a different take on the country.
Barcelona  Helipistas

Helipistas has been running tourist flights and offering passenger transport by helicopter in Catalonia since 1997 under the Barcelona Helicopters brand, and is now a leader in helicopter air transport in our country. We have a fleet of 12 helicopters and a highly-qualified team of workers and technicians that will satisfy the needs of the most demanding customers. Transfers to hotels, restaurants, ski resorts and other facilities.

Tourist route of Barcelona and Montserrat by helicopter

Discover the city of Barcelona and the Montserrat mountain from a chopper in a spectacular luxury tourist route. Gaze upon the architecture of the most emblematic buildings of Barcelona, and the meeting of city and sea from the coastline. Have a unique view, in just one flight, of the majestic mountain of Montserrat and its monastery.

Barcelona  Marina Estrella

Marina Estrella is the exclusive distributor of the best brands on the market: Azimut Yachts, Atlantis, Minorchino, Cobalt, Hanse and Moody. Over the last 40 years it has been hugely successful in the distribution of several of the leading brands of the world yacht industry in Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar and Andorra. With more than 20 branches, it operates in the main navigation areas of the Iberian coast, and offers its services to its clients all year round.

Marina Estrella Charter

Marina Estrella Charter is a division that has been designed and adapted to current trends. The company is managed within our own by a highly-qualified team and delivers a service that covers the entire Mediterranean and Atlantic coast. We have a broad-ranging portfolio of sailing and motor vessels, with an exclusive global service that covers all your demands and needs.

Languages  Contact
Catalan, Spanish and English  Vicenç Puig
English, French, Germa and Portuguese  Beatrice Lafaille

Languages  Contact
Catalan, Spanish and English  vpv@helipistas.com
English, French, Germa and Portuguese  barcelonacharter@marinaestrella.com
**Barcelona Sixt rent a car**

Founded in Munich in 1912, Sixt rent a car is now a global mobility service provider. With the world’s largest fleet of BMW and Mercedes-Benz vehicles, Sixt is the market leader in Germany and Austria. It has over 4000 branches spread across 105 countries. In Spain, Sixt has a fleet of 9,000 vehicles of the latest models distributed across its 36 establishments in the airports and centres of some Spanish cities.

The broadest possible range of premium vehicles

Enjoying a luxury experience has never been so easy. Sixt brings you the widest range of Premium vehicles: from the Aston Martin Vantage Coupé, via the BMW M3 Coupé and right through to a Porsche Panamera. Enjoy the experience of visiting the city of Barcelona in a luxury sports car.

**Languages**

Spanish, Catalan, English, French, German and Italian

**Contact**

Marta Desviat
+34 902 49 16 16
espana@sixt.com
www.sixt.es

---

**Barcelona Taf Helicopters**

An aeronautical company with over 50 years in operating helicopter services, and the leading company in its sector in Catalonia (it organises the air-related activities of events such as the F1 Grand Prix at the Circuit de Montmeló and the WRC Rally Catalunya, among others). It provides its customers with the best possible technical and human resources. TAF organises both personalised services and major corporate events. It also offers the best possible service in aerial filming, rescue, fire fighting and prevention, healthcare services and other institutional operations.

Helicopter transfers, a unique and exclusive experience

Transfers from anywhere in Catalonia: Transfers to the F1 Grand Prix, Barcelona - Val d’Aran shuttle for heliski (exclusive service for VIP clients), and any other destination by clients on request (Costa Brava, Golf Courses, restaurants, aerial sightseeing, business trips).
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